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Although skilled mathematics educators often “know” when interruptions in the flow of the 
lesson provide an opportunity to modify instruction to improve students’ mathematical 
understanding, others often fail to recognize or act on such moments. These moments, however, 
are key to instruction that builds on student thinking about mathematics. Video of beginning 
secondary mathematics teachers’ instruction was analyzed to identify and characterize “pivotal 
teaching moments” in mathematics lessons and to examine how such moments play out during 
the lessons. Recognizing pivotal teaching moments and effective responses to them is an 
important first step for learning to capitalize on such moments. 
 

Introduction 
Accumulating evidence suggests that it is possible to identify instructional practices that lead 

to student achievement gains in mathematics. The list of such practices includes engaging 
students in using and discussing rich tasks, building on students’ current thinking, and helping 
students connect mathematical ideas (e.g., Fennema et al., 1996; Stein, Smith, Henningsen, & 
Silver, 2000). This identification has prompted the study of how to best support teachers in 
implementing these ideas in their classroom. 

One idea that has emerged from this work is the consideration of how teachers can be 
supported in learning to focus their attention on the features of classroom practice that are most 
important to student learning—student ideas, evidence of student understanding, and the relation 
between student thinking and pedagogical decisions (e.g., Santagata, Zannoni & Stigler, 2007; 
van Es & Sherin, 2008). Ball and Cohen (1999), for example, discuss the notion of teachers 
learning in and from practice that involves teachers “siz[ing] up a situation from moment to 
moment” (p. 11) and using what they learn to improve their practice. Van Es and Sherin (2008) 
use the term noticing to describe teachers’ attending to important elements of instruction that 
support student learning and then reasoning about them in order to make instructional decisions. 
Although the specific language researchers use to describe the practice of keying in on important 
moments during instruction varies, the idea is the same—teachers need to pay attention to 
students’ ideas and consider how to use these ideas to advance student learning. 

Although skilled teachers and teacher educators often intuitively “know” when important 
mathematical moments occur during a lesson and can readily produce ideas about how to 
capitalize on such moments, these moments frequently either go unnoticed or are not acted upon 
by others in the profession, particularly novices (Peterson & Leatham, 2010). This raises the 
question of how teacher educators can help novice teachers recognize important moments during 
their instruction and use them to support student learning. Characterizing the circumstances 
likely to lead to such moments is an important first step in making them visible. 
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In this study, we define a pivotal teaching moment (PTM) to be an instance in a classroom 
lesson in which an interruption in the flow of the lesson provides the teacher an opportunity to 
modify instruction in order to extend, or change the nature of, students’ mathematical 
understanding. This is related to Remillard and Geist’s (2002) idea of openings in the curriculum 
in the context of teacher professional development, which they characterize as moments in which 
teachers’ questions, observations, or challenges require the facilitator to make a decision about 
how to incorporate into the discussion the mathematical or pedagogical issues that are raised. 
The nature of the facilitator’s decision determines the extent to which the teachers’ ideas advance 
the learning of the group. Similarly, when a PTM occurs in a classroom lesson, a teacher first 
needs to recognize it as such, and then make a decision about how to handle the interruption. 
Depending on the action taken by the teacher, the PTM may or may not support the development 
of students’ mathematical understanding. Because teachers may or may not act on a PTM, 
determining whether an event is such a moment is independent of the teacher’s actual decision in 
response to the interruption. Consequently, an event can be characterized as a PTM even if the 
teacher does not notice it. The distinction here is that we are not trying to capture whether the 
teacher did modify instruction to support student understanding, but, instead, whether the events 
provided an opportunity for the teacher to do so. 

To better understand the nature of these PTMs and how teachers might act on them in ways 
that support student learning, this study uses videos of beginning teachers’ classrooms to 
investigate the following questions:  

1. What are characteristics of pivotal teaching moments faced by beginning secondary 
school mathematics teachers during classroom instruction?  

2. What types of decisions do beginning mathematics teachers make when a pivotal 
teaching moment occurs during their instruction, and what is the relationship between 
these decisions and student learning outcomes? 

 
Perspectives 

The idea that there are important moments or events within a mathematics lesson that a 
teacher needs to notice and act upon is grounded in a particular vision of teaching. Consistent 
with reform recommendations for mathematics education (e.g., National Council of Teachers of 
Mathematics, 2000), this vision is one in which teachers build on student thinking during 
instruction; this is accomplished through the teacher continually reflecting on the mathematical 
ideas that underlie students’ comments or solutions and then using these comments or solutions 
in ways that help the class as a whole construct meaningful understandings of the mathematical 
ideas. Inherent in this vision of teaching is a need for teachers to reflect-in-action (Schön, 1983) 
in order to adapt instruction as it unfolds in response to students’ current understandings (Ball & 
Cohen, 1999). In order to do so, teachers need to both notice important mathematical moments 
when they arise and have the mathematical knowledge and dispositions necessary to act on them 
in ways that support student learning.  

In their Learning to Notice Framework, van Es & Sherin (2002) highlight three main 
components of teacher noticing in the context of analyzing artifacts of classroom practice: (a) 
identifying important aspects of the situation, (b) reasoning about these aspects, and (c) 
connecting what is observed to more general ideas about teaching. Although related, we view the 
type of noticing that teachers engage in post-instruction as quite different than that in which they 
must engage during instruction. During instruction, teachers have the benefit of neither time to 
systematically analyze student thinking and consider alternate interpretations of it, nor colleagues 
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to help draw attention to important moments in instruction. Instead, teachers need to quickly 
draw on their own mathematical knowledge to recognize moments that may be mathematically 
important and then make decisions about how these moments could be capitalized on either to 
help address the goals of the lesson or to make connections to larger ideas in mathematics. Given 
the cognitive demand of this work and novice teachers’ need to simultaneously pay attention to 
developing other more routine aspects of their practice (Berliner, 2001), it is not surprising that 
they are often unable to recognize these important mathematical moments and, if recognized, 
have difficulty making pedagogically sound decisions about them. 

Although capitalizing on PTMs may be difficult for a novice teacher to accomplish, an 
important first step is recognizing that such moments exist. Without this awareness, teachers may 
experience inattentional blindness (Simons, 2000)—a phenomenon described in the psychology 
literature as a failure to focus attention on unexpected events. In the context of teaching, a 
teacher’s failure to recognize that a student’s ill-formed idea may be mathematically significant 
may be a result of a failure to recognize that this could be the case. This is also related to the idea 
of framing (Levin, Hammer & Coffey, 2009)—the way in which a teacher makes sense of a 
classroom situation. From this perspective, whether teachers notice the value in student thinking 
depends on how they frame what is taking place during instruction. If, for example, a teacher 
views a student error as something that needs to be corrected, he or she is unlikely to consider 
the mathematical thinking behind the error or whether the error could be used to highlight a 
specific mathematical idea. On the other hand, a teacher who views an error as a site for learning 
is more likely to consider both the mathematics underlying the error and how it could be used to 
develop mathematical understanding. 

 
Modes of Inquiry 

As part of a larger research project examining teacher learning using practice-based teacher 
education materials, over 45 hours of video of classroom instruction were collected from six 
beginning teachers. All of the teachers were graduates of an NCTM (2000) Standards-based 
secondary mathematics teacher education program that focused on teaching mathematics for 
student understanding. At the time of the data collection, they were teaching in grades 8-12 in a 
variety of school settings. The data included recordings of two classes per day for three 
consecutive days of instruction. We focused on beginning teachers because we hypothesized that 
the decision-making process involved with PTMs may be more obvious with this group than 
with skilled teachers. That is, skilled teachers may recognize a PTM and make the decision to act 
so quickly and smoothly that the interruption wouldn’t be easily observable by someone who 
wasn’t intricately familiar with the teacher’s plan for the lesson. Furthermore, it is rare that a 
written lesson plan would have enough detail to note any but the most obvious changes in 
direction. Beginning teachers, on the other hand, were predicted to have a slower response 
time—slow enough that, although the thinking process itself wouldn’t be visible, the fact that 
they were making a decision would be. This hypothesis was supported during our classroom 
observations. The analysis of the data reported here involved three phases: (a) reducing the video 
data to potential sites for PTMs, (b) identifying PTMs, and (c) characterizing PTMs.  

Two graduate students who were experienced secondary school mathematics teachers 
completed the initial reduction of the video database. On their first pass through the video, they 
eliminated from the database any non-instructional activities, such as listening to school-wide 
announcements and completing individual assessments. On the second pass, they narrowed the 
video of instructional time down to episodes that had the potential to include PTMs. They 
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individually identified any episodes that they felt had potential and then conferred to verify that 
the episodes warranted further exploration by the full research team. At the end of the reduction 
process, 65 episodes totaling 3 hours and 57 minutes remained in the database. The process of 
identifying PTMs involved a research team of the authors and, during much of the process, a 
fourth researcher. All were experienced observers of mathematics teaching. The episodes were 
first watched by the team to determine whether they agreed that a PTM had occurred during the 
episode. If it was agreed that one had occurred, the episode was transcribed for further analysis. 
At the end of this stage of the process, 28 episodes totaling 2 hours and 38 minutes remained in 
the database. Next, the four researchers individually watched these episodes and marked on the 
transcript the locations of the PTM, the teacher decision made in response to the PTM, and 
evidence of the outcome. At weekly research meetings, these individual notations were 
compared and discussed until agreement was reached.  

As a result of this work, the research team was able to identify a preliminary coding scheme 
that was used to characterize the PTMs, the potential they had for advancing students’ 
mathematical understanding, the teacher decision, the way in which the decision was 
implemented, and the likely impact on student learning. The researchers first coded the videos 
individually using the video analysis program Studiocode (SportsTec, 1997-2010) and then 
merged their video coding timelines for comparison. Again, differences were discussed until 
agreement was reached and the coding definitions were modified to reflect the refined use of the 
codes. Figure 1 gives the final labels used in the coding. 
 

Pivotal Teaching 
Moment 

Teacher Decision Likely Impact on 
Student Learning 

Type Potential Action Implementation 
Extending 

High 
Medium 

Ignores or dismisses  
 

High positive 
Sense-
making Incorporates into plan Medium positive 

Incorrect 
math  Pursues student thinking 

Effectively 
Moderately 

Poorly 

Low positive  

Contradictio
n 

Emphasizes meaning of 
the mathematics Neutral 

Confusion 
Extends math or makes 

connections to other 
topics 

Negative 

Figure 1. Coding labels used to categorize pivotal teaching moments and the corresponding 
teacher decisions and likely impact on student learning 

 
Examples of Episodes Containing Pivotal Moments 

Episode 1 
A class of Algebra 2 students have worked in small groups on a task that describes how a 

soccer ball is kicked and asks them to “sketch the path of the soccer ball and to find an equation 
for the parabola that models it.” Verbally, the teacher had prompted them to first construct a 
graph, including axes, and then use the graph to find the equation. The teacher asks a student to 
draw her graph on the board. Although hesitant because she’s not sure her graph is correct, the 
student draws her graph, which does correctly model the situation (although the teacher does not 
say this). The teacher then asks if anyone drew a different graph. A second student says that she 
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did, and is invited to draw it on the board. This student draws a picture of the situation, complete 
with a soccer player and a ball flying through the air, but without axes or coordinates. A third 
student questions the graph, and subsequently imposes axes on the second student’s “graph.” The 
second student objects, claiming that all the extra lines make it confusing. After one more 
(correct but different) graph is drawn on the board, the second student again expresses confusion 
about the situation because there are three different depictions displayed on the board. The 
teacher responds by saying, “Then [student name], you don’t have to do it this way. You can do 
it that way,” implying that all three representations are equally valid. Another student says, “So 
you pretty much are saying we could do it whatever way in the world,” to which the teacher 
responds, “You can do it a ton of different ways and still get the right answer.” 

 
Episode 2 

As an Algebra 1 teacher is at the board discussing how to write an equation in the form y = 
mx + b for the graph of a linear function, a student asks how one would know what number to 
add or subtract, that is, how to find the “b” in y = mx + b. The teacher explains that the number 
that is added or subtracted is always the value at which the graph crosses the y-axis. He uses a 
graph with a y-intercept at (0, 1) as an example, saying, “See, this is a positive one [points to the 
graph], so this is a positive one [points to the equation].” He then refers to another graph that was 
previously drawn on the board to show a second example with a y-intercept of negative one. At 
this point, a student asks if there can be “two dots”—referring to two different y-intercepts. The 
teacher responds, “There won’t be two dots on the y-axis. That’s a good question, though, you’re 
thinking bigger,” and then continues with his prepared explanation. 
 
Episode 3 

In their Algebra 2 class, students have worked on simplifying the expression 
(16𝑥2𝑦2)−1(𝑥𝑦2)3 as part of their homework. Following a brief small-group discussion time, a 
student is selected to present her solution to the class. After she writes her solution on the board, 
another student expresses confusion. In the ensuing discussion, the teacher asks, “Did you just 
start a different way?” to which the student responds, “Yes. Her second step was, like confusing, 
but that’s cool.” The teacher asks whether she ended up with the same answer; the student 
confirms that she did. The teacher then invites her to explain what she did differently than the 
first student. After other students push her to do so, she writes her solution on the board and 
points out what she did differently. The teacher highlights the differences in the two solutions 
and confirms that the two solutions are both “fine.” 
 

Preliminary Framework for Looking at Pivotal Moments 
When Pivotal Moments Occur  

Pivotal teaching moments seem most likely to occur when students are actively engaged in 
the mathematics lesson—regardless of the nature of the classroom instruction or the curriculum 
used. That is, they can occur in classrooms where students are doing mathematics themselves 
and sharing their thinking with their classmates (as in Episode 1), as well as in classrooms where 
students are listening to the teacher present information and asking questions about what they are 
hearing (as in Episode 2). Five different circumstances leading to PTMs that we noted in our data 
are elaborated on in the following paragraphs. 

One circumstance that seems to guarantee a PTM is when students make a comment or 
question that goes beyond the mathematics that the teacher had planned to discuss. For example, 
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in Episode 2, the teacher was focused specifically on explaining how the “m” and “b” in the 
equation y = mx + b can be found from the graph of a linear function. By wondering if it were 
possible to have more than one y-intercept, the student opened up the possibility of extending the 
lesson to make a connection with the definition of a function. 

Other PTMs occur when students are trying to make sense of the mathematics in the lesson. 
Verbalization of this sense-making often provides opportunities to clarify or highlight critical 
mathematical components of the lesson. For example, a student who is trying to conceptually 
understand what is being presented as a purely procedural explanation may raise a question about 
why a procedure works. The student’s push for meaning is an indicator to the teacher that the 
lesson isn’t making important connections and is a prompt to begin to do so. A variation of this 
also occurs in lessons in which sense-making is the focus. In the process of trying to make sense 
of the mathematics, students may over-generalize or misconstrue aspects of the mathematics that, 
when surfaced, can provide learning opportunities for the entire class. 

PTMs often occur when incorrect mathematical thinking or an incorrect solution is made 
public. In some cases an error does not qualify as a PTM—as when it is based on an incorrect 
calculation or something else that isn’t likely to interfere with or provide opportunities to 
improve students’ mathematical understanding. In other instances, however, the error is likely to 
affect what students take away from the lesson. We see this in Episode 1 where the student’s 
incorrect representation of the situation provided an opportunity to clarify the difference between 
a mathematical representation of a situation and a picture of the situation—a common idea with 
which algebra students struggle (Wagner & Parker, 1993). Not addressing the incorrect 
representation created the very real possibility of students leaving the lesson thinking that a 
picture is a valid mathematical representation, thus reinforcing this common misconception. 

The occurrence of a mathematical contradiction also seems to generate a PTM. This can be 
as straightforward as two different answers to a problem that clearly should have only one 
answer, or as complex as two competing interpretations of a mathematical situation. Regardless, 
the contradiction creates an opportunity for the teacher to bring to the students’ attention the 
nature of mathematics that makes such contradictions unacceptable, as well as critical aspects of 
the mathematics at hand that can help them determine which of the options holds up under 
scrutiny. The very process of this scrutiny—the justification needed to support the different 
options and the making of a decision—can create a powerful learning opportunity. 

Finally, a student’s expression of mathematical confusion can also lead to a PTM. It is 
important to distinguish general confusion—when a student expresses that they don’t know what 
is going on or they cannot follow what someone has just explained—from mathematical 
confusion. Confusion seems to lead to a PTM when a student can articulate mathematically what 
they are confused about. In Episode 3, for example, the second student was able to point to the 
second step of the first student’s solution as being her point of confusion. This gave a 
mathematical focus to the confusion—the properties of exponents that were used in that step—
and created an opportunity for the teacher to refocus the students on the meaning behind the 
procedures they were applying to the problem. 
 
Potential of Pivotal Moments 

We drew on aspects of Stein and colleagues’ (2000) work on cognitive demand of tasks to 
think about the potential of PTMs to have a positive impact on students’ understanding of 
mathematics. Some PTMs, such as the one in Episode 1, seem to have an inherent high level of 
cognitive demand attached to them. Others, such as that in Episode 3, seem to involve a lower 
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level of cognitive demand. Initially, we hypothesized three levels of potential for PTMs—high, 
medium, and low—but as we analyzed the data further, the episodes that led us to generate the 
low category no longer met our evolving definition of a PTM. That is, if the potential for 
learning was low, it was not a PTM. High potential PTMs involved rich mathematics and, 
frequently, connections among mathematical ideas. Often they provided a gateway to discussing 
important mathematical ideas that were not part of the planned lesson, but were an important part 
of the mathematical terrain the students were traversing. Medium potential PTMs often related to 
attributes of mathematics, such as its usefulness or coherency, and provided the opportunity to 
better understand procedures, definitions, or concepts. 

The decision a teacher makes about how to respond to a PTM—ranging from to ignore or 
dismiss it, to using it as an opportunity to extend or enhance the planned lesson—shapes whether 
the potential of the PTM is actualized. The resulting outcome of the PTMs ranges from 
significantly increasing student learning opportunities, to having a negative impact, as seen in 
Episode 1. In that episode, the teacher’s decision to pursue and support a student’s thinking came 
at the expense of the mathematics in the lesson. As a result, rather than achieving the high 
potential of the PTM, the teacher’s decision led to the PTM having a negative impact on student 
understanding. One of the things we are interested in exploring is whether certain PTMs—such 
as those arising from incorrect mathematics—are more likely to have a negative effect on student 
understanding and, thus, must be dealt with more proactively by a teacher.  

As can be seen in Figure 2, we are currently conceptualizing these events in the classroom as 
triples that include the pivotal moment, the teacher decision, and the likely impact on student 
learning. We are particularly interested in using our data on beginning teachers to determine 
whether there seem to be types of PTMs that are more likely to lead to improved student learning 
opportunities. It may also be that there are types of PTMs that are not likely to do so; if this is the 
case, knowing so would allow teachers to more accurately and efficiently make decisions that 
would minimize unproductive use of class time. 

 
Figure 2. Triple of a pivotal teaching moment, the corresponding teacher decision, and the 

opportunities they provide for student learning 
 

Conclusion 
The intent of this work is to provide a means to capitalize on pivotal teaching moments that 

occur during classroom instruction. Teachers are faced with a myriad of decisions on a moment-
by-moment basis in their classrooms. We argue that PTMs, by their very nature, prompt teacher 
decisions that can have a high impact on the learning that goes on in a classroom. As such, they 
are worthy of analysis so that high-leverage PTMs and effective responses to them can be 
identified and shared with teachers. This is particularly useful in the case of novice teachers who 
have less experience and knowledge to draw on as they make their decisions. Being able to 
recognize a PTM and effective responses could improve beginning teachers’ ability to act in a 
way that would increase their students’ mathematical understanding. 

Pivotal 
Teaching 
Moment

Teacher 
Decision

Learning 
Opportunitie

s
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While this work is an important first step, we recognize that strong mathematical knowledge 
for teaching is key to responding to PTMs in ways that enhance students’ mathematical 
understanding. For example, to productively respond to a PTM, a teacher needs to decipher the 
mathematics underlying a student’s response and consider how it fits with the goals of the lesson 
or broader goals of the course. Future work around conceptualizing the mathematical knowledge 
for teaching (Ball, Thames, & Phelps, 2008) required to act on these moments in a way that 
supports student learning will provide important insights into the process of becoming the kind 
of mathematics teacher advocated by the NCTM (2000).  
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Quantifying Uncertainty and Analyzing Numerical Trends (QUANT) is a yearlong professional 
development program for high school mathematics teachers focused on statistics, probability, 
and data analysis.  QUANT is designed to develop teachers’ statistical proficiency for teaching 
using technological pedagogical content knowledge (TPACK) as a framework.  This paper 
describes the program, its goals, and results from an exploratory pre-post investigation and a 
participant survey, both designed to evaluate the program’s effectiveness and to revise the 
program itself.  Results show that program participants gained content knowledge, pedagogical 
content knowledge, and increased their confidence and desire to incorporate technology into 
their instruction.   

 
Introduction 

As many U.S. states are moving toward requiring four years of mathematics for all high 
school students, in accordance with the National Teachers of Mathematics (NCTM) Math Takes 
Time position statement (2006), it is vital for teachers to be prepared to teach subjects that go 
beyond the concepts taught in algebra and geometry classes while engaging students in tasks that 
promote reasoning, communication, and connecting mathematics to the world outside the 
classroom.  Thoughtful implementation of data collection, data analysis, and statistical activities 
is one of the best ways of providing students with such experiences.  Teaching mathematics in a 
way that assists high school students to develop statistical reasoning, however, presents 
challenges distinct from teaching other forms of mathematical reasoning (Ben-Zvi & Garfield, 
2004; Cobb & Moore, 1997; Groth, 2007).  One of these challenges involves a subtle yet 
profound shift in focus with regard to context.  Cobb and Moore note that mathematics often 
purposely ignores context to focus on the underlying structure of a problem situation.  In 
statistics, however, context is what provides much of the meaning for a given problem.  Despite 
this, Ben-Zvi and Garfield (2004) assert that students can struggle with the context involved in a 
statistical task.  This is often due to the amount of complex mathematics involved as well as 
students’ focusing too much on the numbers and calculations without truly engaging with the 
task.  In addition, the concept of variability plays a critical role in statistics, as does the ability to 
formulate a question in a way that attends to the context and anticipates variability (Franklin et 
al., 2007).  A final challenge is that many practicing high school mathematics teachers have had 
little formal education in data analysis, probability, and statistics. 

In recent years, leading professional organizations and national initiatives have begun to 
recognize the need for statistics education in Grades K–12 (American Diploma Project, 2004; 
Common Core State Standards Initiative, 2009; Franklin et al., 2007; NCTM, 2009b).  
Concerning the need for learning statistics and probability, NCTM (2009a) states, 

 
In our increasingly data-intensive world, statistics is one of the most important areas of the 
mathematical sciences for helping students make sense of the information all around them, as 
well as for preparing them for further study in a variety of disciplines (e.g., the health 
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sciences, the social sciences, and environmental science) for which statistics is a fundamental 
tool for advancing knowledge.  (p. 73) 
 
The construct of quantitative literacy, or numeracy, varies from author to author.  For Paulos 

(1988/1990), numeracy was the ability “to deal comfortably with the fundamental notions of 
number and chance” (p. 3), coupled with logical reasoning.  Steen (1990) took a broader view of 
numeracy as grounded in pattern and including dimension, quantity, uncertainty, shape, and 
change. For us, quantitative literacy is a form of general literacy that includes: (a) numerical 
reasoning, (b) a working knowledge of measurements and indices, (c) statistical reasoning (a la 
Franklin et al., 2007), (d) all of Steen’s modeling components, (e) the ability to link contexts 
with appropriate mathematics (modeling), and (f) facility in the mathematics register, academic 
mathematical speaking and writing (Schleppegrell, 2007). 

The needs of teachers in the areas of data analysis, probability, statistics, and quantitative 
literacy are a serious concern for those who care about mathematics education in the United 
States.  These needs are precisely what are driving the ongoing research and development of the 
Quantifying Uncertainty and Analyzing Numerical Trends (QUANT) project. 

 
The QUANT Professional Development Program 

QUANT is designed to develop statistical proficiency for teaching.  The RAND Mathematics 
Study Panel (2003) identified “developing teachers’ mathematical knowledge in ways directly 
useful for teaching” (p. 7) as a priority for their research and development program targeted at 
enhancing the mathematical proficiency of all students.  Although the concepts, strategies, and 
reasoning processes differ between mathematics and statistics, a key premise of our theory of 
action is that the National Research Council’s (2001) components of mathematical proficiency—
conceptual understanding, procedural fluency, strategic competence, adaptive reasoning, and 
productive disposition—are critical dimensions of statistical proficiency as well.  Following 
Foley, Strayer, and Regan (2010), we define statistical proficiency for teaching as teachers’ 
knowledge and skills that are useful in promoting the statistical proficiency of their students. 

The mechanism that QUANT uses to develop this statistical proficiency for teaching is 
technological pedagogical content knowledge (TPACK) (Neiss et al., 2008).  QUANT addresses 
TPACK in the areas of (a) measurement and data collection, (b) data analysis and descriptive 
statistics, (c) combinatorics and probability, and (d) statistical inference.  These content foci are 
combined with a pedagogical and classroom implementation focus on selecting, setting up, and 
enacting high cognitive level tasks (Boston & Smith, 2009; Stein, Smith, Henningsen, & Silver, 
2009).  The technology addressed and used in QUANT includes data collection, data transfer, 
memory management, lists, spreadsheets, and interactive statistical software.  

QUANT is a yearlong 
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 To develop teachers' comfort level and facility in using handheld data collection and data 
analysis technology, and connectivity and statistical software, as tools for instruction. 

 
The QUANT program begins with an intensive 2-week summer institute that explores data 

collection, data analysis, probability, and statistics concepts and problems using technology.  The 
program includes online support and daylong follow-up workshops during the ensuing school 
year.  During the 2008–2009 implementation phase of QUANT, the mathematical tasks 
framework as a tool for teaching and learning mathematics was introduced to the QUANT 
participants during the third such follow-up workshop (Boston & Smith, 2009; Stein et al., 2009). 
Because Boston and Smith demonstrated that using the mathematical tasks framework 
significantly altered mathematics teachers’ decisions to select and implement high-level tasks, 
the QUANT team decided to incorporate the framework’s use in the program.  

The activities incorporated in the PD stress the four components of statistical problem 
solving articulated in the Guidelines for Assessment and Instruction in Statistics Education 
(GAISE) Report framework (Franklin et al., 2007):  

 
1. Formulate questions. 
2. Collect data. 
3. Analyze data. 
4. Interpret results.   
 
With these components in mind, the activities are focused on hands-on, inquiry-based, 

technology-enhanced, content-rich tasks in data analysis, probability, and statistics.  The 
instructional sessions model a learning environment that uses technology to “support teachers’ 
efforts in fostering students’ understandings and intuitions by engaging them in conceptual 
conversations” (Knuth & Hartmann, 2005, p.162).  These conceptual conversations are aimed at 
creating an environment that encourages reasoning and sense making in the mathematics 
classroom.   

QUANT institute activities are aligned with NCTM’s (2009a) assertion that focusing on 
reasoning and sense making does not need to be an extra burden for teachers.  In fact, a focus on 
reasoning and sense making provides context for students who struggle because they find 
mathematics unconnected to their life outside the classroom.  The QUANT institute models 
NCTM’s belief that “with purposeful attention and planning, teachers can hold all students in 
every high school mathematics classroom accountable for personally engaging in reasoning and 
sense making” (p. 6). 

 
Context of the Research 

The QUANT project employs an iterative research and development design to address the 
research question:  How can professional development improve the statistical proficiency for 
teaching of high school mathematic teachers?  The PD materials and resources and their 
effectiveness are objects of research, as are teacher variables.  The research reported herein is 
part of this overall research agenda.  As with other exploratory evaluations of QUANT, the 
purpose of the studies reported here is to provide feedback to refine the materials and 
instructional methods.  The QUANT team has hypothesized that improving teachers’ use of high 
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cognitive level tasks in data analysis, probability, and statistics will have a positive impact on the 
statistical proficiency and quantitative literacy of their students.  There are many steps from the 
proposed intervention to the anticipated student outcomes. In keeping with Foley, et al. (2010), 
Figure 1 provides a framework for our theory of action.   

Three exploratory QUANT programs have been offered to date.  Each involved a summer 
institute: 
 QUANT 1 at Ohio University in Athens in June 2008 involved 5 practicing teachers, 9 teacher 

candidates, and 4 teacher educators. 
 QUANT 2 at the Ohio Resource Center in Columbus in August 2008 involved 10 practicing 

teachers and 5 teacher educators. 
 QUANT 3 at the Ohio Resource Center in Columbus in June 2009 involved 8 practicing teachers. 

 
Each of these program included implementation and follow-up during the ensuing academic year.  
Additional QUANT programs are planned for Summer 2010 through Spring 2011.  This paper 
focuses on an analysis of pretest and posttest scores and an exploratory survey to evaluate the 
QUANT 1 and QUANT 2 programs, both of which were conducted from Summer 2008 through 
Spring 2009. 

 
Figure 1. Model illustrating the interaction among the current and anticipated objects of 

research in the QUANT project 
 
In Firgure 1, the left-to-right arrows show a chain of events from developer planning to 

student outcomes.  The arrows looping back to the left represent the ongoing development that is 
based on feedback from teacher practice and student attainment.  This feedback is being used to 
refine the professional development materials, and even the premises of the design itself, as 
needed to achieve the desired outcomes.  (Figure and caption from Foley et al., 2010, p. 3) 

 
The Studies 

This paper reports on two separate research studies.  One of the studies consisted of a 
quantitative analysis of pretest and posttest scores from QUANT 1 and QUANT 2 participants to 
evaluate change in content knowledge and pedagogical content knowledge.  The other study was 
a fellowship research project based on a survey addressing what QUANT participants acquired 
from the PD program, together with an analysis of the responses (Regan, 2009).  The survey 
collected both quantitative and qualitative data that were use to identify (a) QUANT participants’ 
confidence in teaching statistical and probabilistic concepts; (b) confidence in using technology 
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in the classroom; and (c) factors that influenced confidence and implementation of QUANT 
materials. 
 
Methodology 

The sample for the pretest and posttest analysis included nearly all of the QUANT 1 and 
QUANT 2 participants.  It should be noted that one of the pretests and one of the posttests for 
QUANT 1 were not included in this analysis as they were from participants that attended only 
one week of the institute.  The pretests were administered in the afternoon on the first day of the 
summer institutes, after a few brief introductory activities.  Questions included single-answer 
multiple-choice items, multiple-answer multiple-choice items, open-response numerical items, 
open-ended essay items, and graphical interpretation items.  The posttest was identical to the 
pretest and administered on the final day of the summer institute.  The data were analyzed using 
a dependent t-test as well as a sign test of the median.  Only QUANT 2 participants’ change in 
pedagogical content knowledge was analyzed because the pretest and posttest of QUANT 1 
contained no items assessing pedagogical content knowledge.  The QUANT 2 items addressing 
pedagogical content knowledge were scored using a continuous scale from –1 to 1; a score of –1 
meant a correct answer on the pretest and an incorrect answer on the posttest, a score of 0 meant 
no change, and a score of 1 meant an incorrect answer on the pretest and a correct answer on the 
posttest.  External evaluator Reed and a graduate research associate Regan assigned these scores, 
given them a somewhat subjective quality. 

The survey was emailed to participants a week before the final follow-up meeting and 
participants had the option of returning by email or bringing a hard copy to the follow-up 
meeting.  Of the 24 participants who attend QUANT 1 and QUANT 2, 19 surveys were returned.  
The qualitative data were analyzed to find the demographics of QUANT participants as well as 
their confidence in teaching statistical and probabilistic concepts, their confidence in using 
technology, and factors that influenced their implementation of QUANT materials.  Descriptive 
statistics of the variables corresponding to the survey were calculated, and the data were used to 
determine whether there was a significant growth in confidence as a result of the institute.  The 
qualitative data were analyzed for themes about how QUANT participants had used the materials 
they received at the summer institute as well as why some participants had not implemented 
some materials.  For the quantitative analysis, Wilcoxon Sign Rank tests as well as the Kruskal-
Wallis tests were used to determine significant differences in attitudes of the ordinal data.  
 
Results 

Results from the analysis of pretest and posttest scores showed significant gains in content 
knowledge for participants of QUANT 1 and 2 and significant gains in pedagogical content 
knowledge for participants of QUANT 2.  The sign test of median showed a .0017 probability of 
results occurring without the institutes.  In addition, the 8-item subscale assessing pedagogical 
content knowledge showed growth at the .05 level of significance.  This subscale included items 
to assess the participants’ knowledge of the mathematical tasks framework, criteria for high-level 
tasks, the four steps for statistical problem solving, and the importance of context in statistical 
problem solving. 

The results from the quantitative analysis of the survey data showed significant gains in 
confidence when teaching statistical related concepts and incorporating technology in one’s 
classroom. The data also showed that participants were generally confident when implementing 
the materials they had obtained during the QUANT institute. Various tests revealed that 
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confidence levels did not significantly depend on gender, years of teaching, type of school 
(public or private), location of school (rural, suburban, or urban), or type of teacher (pre-service, 
in-service, or college faculty).  While analyzing the qualitative data, two main concepts emerged: 
technology and learning community.  Many participants made comments about how the QUANT 
institute helped them feel comfortable using technology and incorporating it into their classroom.  

 
I am really glad I had the opportunity to work so much with the TI-nspire calculators.  Since 
I felt that using technology was a weakness for me, I really feel prepared to use the 
calculator for activities with my students, especially for data representation and such 
(Answer to survey question reported in Regan, 2009). 

 
Yet, it should be noted that many participants were concerned with the availability of that 
technology outside of the institutes.   As for the learning community aspect, many participants 
mentioned how they enjoyed the sense of community involved with the institute.  Many 
participants shared thoughts about how they enjoyed collaborating with other educators in 
similar fields and positions as well as with the QUANT team.  These results align with those 
reported in by Reed (2009).  Some of the materials that teachers found helpful and useful were 
the technology and compatible software, the textbooks and reference materials, and the QUANT 
activity worksheets.  In response to a question about what has hindered the implementation of 
materials, participant answers included student knowledge base, statistics did not fit into their 
course’s objectives, lack of technology, and lack of time to incorporate QUANT materials and 
activities. 

 
Implications for the Revision of QUANT 

The research reported in this paper focused primarily last two goals of the QUANT program: 
 
 To develop teacher capacity in the areas of data collection, data analysis, probability, and 

statistics.  
 To develop teachers' comfort level and facility in using handheld data collection and data 

analysis technology, and connectivity and statistical software, as tools for instruction. 
 
In regard to developing teacher capacity in the areas of data collection, data analysis, probability, 
and statistics, the analysis of pretest and posttest scores shows that the QUANT program can 
help educators significantly increase their statistical content knowledge and pedagogical content 
knowledge.  The survey collected data that showed evidence of participants increased comfort 
level and capability of incorporating handheld data collection and data analysis technology. 

 
Some recommendations for future QUANT institutes to make it more effective include: 
 To include discussions about how activities can be implemented into non-statistical classrooms. 
 To include discussions on how to adapt activities to meet the needs and knowledge base of one’s 

students. 
 To explicitly discuss how to maintain the cognitive level of tasks. 
 To discuss possible funding options for technology and other materials. 
 To add tutorials on how to write grant proposals. 

 
Discussion 
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The QUANT team used the results from these studies to revise the program for 2009–2010:  
the QUANT materials developed specifically for the program, the resources given to the 
participants, and the methods used to measure teacher change as a result of their participation in 
the program.  Some of the changes that were made included increased time to discuss 
implementation plans and concerns, an online resource site for all QUANT participants, as well 
as giving all participants a copy of Implementing Standards-Based Mathematics Instruction 
(Stein et al., 2009).  “The 2009 QUANT institute was not just a replication of the 2008 pilot 
institutes; it was an improvement” (Wagner, 2009, p. 10).  The QUANT team is now the process 
of revising the QUANT program for 2010–2011.  One of the challenges for the QUANT teams is 
adapting the Survey of Preservice Teachers’ Knowledge of Teaching and Technology (Schmidt et 
al., 2009) to practicing secondary school teachers and to the TPACK content associated with the 
QUANT program.  Specifically, the team intends to measure TPACK in the areas of 

 
1. Formulating questions and designing statistical studies, 
2. Measurement and data collection, 
3. Data analysis and descriptive statistics, 
4. Combinatorics and probability, 
5. Interpreting results and drawing statistical inferences. 

 
The QUANT program for 2010–2011 will include two formats.  One will be the original format: 
2 weeks of face-to-face instruction along with follow-up workshops and online support.  The 
other format will replace 3 days of the summer institute with six 3-hr instructor-led online 
modules. Ultimately, the QUANT program will be offered in three delivery formats:   (a) face-
to-face, (b) instructor-led online, and (c) online self-study. The future challenges for the QUANT 
team will be to refine the materials to fit these multiple formats, while keeping in mind the 
recommendations mentioned above as well as to develop student assessments to evaluate 
whether and to what extent the QUANT program has a positive effect on student learning.  
Through ongoing formative research the QUANT program will continue to improve its ability to 
assist teachers in their development of statistical proficiency for teaching and hence help students 
in their development of statistical proficiency. 
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Mathematics coaches are being hired in an effort to improve students’ mathematics learning by 
supporting teacher development. However, little is known about the activities of coaching and 
how those activities translate into teacher learning and better instruction This paper unpacks the 
coaching moves of one high school mathematics coach as she facilitates conversations with a 
collaborative team of teachers. Our analysis points to particular coaching moves that engage 
teachers in a process of guided participation. These moves include maintaining focus, assigning 
competence, and generalizing teachers’ stories.  Initial findings indicate that this work has a 
positive effect on teachers and their students. This research has direct implications for those 
interested in shaping the work of coaching in secondary mathematics.   
 

Introduction 
The National Mathematics Advisory Panel (2008) reported that many schools across the 

country are calling for math specialists, including mathematics coaches, to increase students’ 
mathematical understanding and academic achievement, despite a lack of clarity in both research 
and practice about how coaches effectively support teachers to improve instruction. As part of a 
larger research study and professional development project aimed at reforming high school 
mathematics instruction, researchers implemented a coaching model for algebra and geometry 
teachers in two urban high schools in the Pacific Northwest. This study looks in-depth at the 
work of an instructional coach in an effort to name specific coaching moves that impact both 
teacher and student learning. We use a socio-cultural learning framework to frame the analysis.  

This paper first provides a brief overview of the coaching literature followed by a description 
of the larger research project in which this study is situated and the theoretical framework used in 
this work.  Results are discussed along with implications for coaching in general, and 
mathematics coaching in particular.  This work has the potential to aide those seeking to 
understand this relatively new and increasingly popular educational role. 

 
Literature Review 

The concept of coaching stems from the professional development literature that indicates the 
most effective way to support teacher change is through personalized and differentiated 
development.  For example, in a study using teachers’ self-reported changes, Garet and 
colleagues (2001) claimed that “professional development focused on academic subject matter 
(content), gives teachers opportunities for ‘hands-on’ work (active learning), and is integrated 
into the daily life of the school (coherence), is more likely to produce enhanced knowledge and 
skills” (p. 935). In addition, the authors reported that professional development is most effective 
when it spans time (see also Hawley & Valli, 1999).  Such results have influenced K-12 leaders 
to implement instructional coaching as a means for improving teaching and learning.    

The literature on coaching, however, is thin.  Much of what has been published is either 
anecdotal or conceptual. Few empirical studies exist that describe rigorous methodology.  Terms 
are often left undefined and ambiguous. Additionally, little effort has been made to explicitly 
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connect coaching to theoretical frameworks of learning.  Research on mathematics coaching, 
particularly in secondary mathematics classrooms, is even more scarce.  The National Council of 
Teachers of Mathematics reported only seven studies in the past 20 years focused on 
mathematics coaching, with no common claims across the studies (NCTM, 2009).   

The existing literature provides some insight into the sorts of activities expected of coaches.  
Typically, the main job of an instructional coach is to meet with teachers, although the content 
and form of these meetings is often not well-defined.  The assumption is that when coaches and 
teachers meet, teachers are subsequently better able to support student learning. For example, 
Knight (2006) worked with many coaches and claimed that effective coaches “spend the bulk of 
their time working with teachers on instruction” rather than completing clerical or non-
instructional tasks (p. 37). Gibson (2006) demonstrated how individual meetings between a 
coach and a teacher after observations enabled the teacher to improve reading instruction. In 
another school, coaches met daily with grade-level teams or individual teachers (Dempsey, 2007). 
While no distinction is made between working with individuals or groups, meetings with 
teachers through observations and follow up debriefing is most often the crux of the research 
literature about coaching.   

The meetings between coaches and teachers often take the form of observations and feedback 
cycle. Dole’s (2004) found that the coach feedback from to be critical for improving teachers’ 
practices. Shanklin (2007) also recognized the key role of observation and feedback in coaching 
for the improvement of practice. Observations and feedback sessions appear in the literature as 
the crux of the work of coaches. However, the content of both observation and feedback is vague 
and rarely discussed.     

Research concerning instructional coaching in mathematics suggests that coaches should 
meet with teachers, observe classrooms, and offer feedback as they help teachers improve 
instruction. However, the content of these meetings and the focus of the observations have not 
been thoroughly explored.  Coaching has not been comprehensively studied or explicitly 
connected to theories of teacher learning. The research presented in this study attempted to 
bridge this gap by investigating specific coaching moves of a successful coach working with a 
secondary mathematics teaching team.    

 
Purpose of Study 

The work discussed in this paper is part of a larger research study and professional 
development project aimed at high school mathematics reform. The overarching goals of project 
are to: 1) train teachers to use powerful pedagogies aimed at disrupting typical hierarchies of 
status that often negatively impact students’ participation and access to rigorous tasks with a 
broad range of students in urban schools, 2) build and sustain site-based teacher learning 
communities that take up problems of practice and, 3) restructure what it means to be a 
mathematics teacher and learner in secondary math classrooms for the purpose of increasing 
students’ engagement and learning.   

In this larger project, teachers engage in several professional development opportunities that 
focus on developing understanding of students’ mathematical thinking and learning. Teachers 
attend a monthly Video Club (Sherin & Han, 2004) focused on teacher moves that support 
equitable student participation and mathematical understanding.  The math teachers also work 
collaboratively within their departments.  They are provided a daily common planning time to 
plan instruction and reflect on their practice.  The expectation is that the teachers will develop a 
professional learning community as a result of their participation. Such communities have been 
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found to positively impact student learning (McLaughlin & Talbert, 2001; Vescio, Ross, & 
Adams, 2008).  Finally, an instructional coach works with the teachers involved in this project.  
She spends one day a week in each school facilitating common planning time and engaging in 
one-on-one coaching with teachers.  Through these different learning opportunities, it is expected 
that teachers will be better equipped to implement ambitious pedagogies designed to specifically 
address issues of academic and social status that often effect students’ decisions for when and 
how to engage in the learning opportunities provided.  These practices are grounded in the belief 
that all students are intellectual resources and capable of academic success (Jilk, 2007).  In this 
study we analyzed specific coaching moves made by the instructional coach, Jill, while she 
worked with mathematics teachers during their daily common planning time.  
 
Participants 

Fourteen secondary mathematics teachers from three public high schools participated in the 
larger research project in which this study is located. For the purposes of this paper, we focused 
on one particular school, Lotus High for several reasons.  First, the teachers at Lotus made 
significant changes in their professional interactions during the first year of this project. They 
increased the amount of time they collaboratively discussed mathematics, their students, and how 
to teach mathematics. Second, the entire team of teachers continued their participation in the 
second year of the project, and another department member chose to join the team. Finally, 
preliminary analysis of student achievement data at Lotus indicates that 70% of students passed 
algebra and geometry compared with only 40% when this project first began. Additionally, 
student enrollment increased in upper-level mathematics courses.  

Lotus High is a traditional comprehensive urban high school with the following student 
demographics: 55% Black, 25% Asian, 10% Hispanic, 6% White and 64% free and reduced 
lunch (NCES, 2010). Lotus’s proximity to a major research university with a focus on urban 
education makes it a prime location for intervention-focused research. The school has 
experienced many reforms over the years. The entire school staff worked with a motivational 
framework as well as a variety of professional development foci from its district in 2008-2009. 
Additionally, a new principal, known for successfully improving schools, was placed at Lotus 
with the goal of improving standardized test scores.   

The math department at Lotus High School consisted of seven teachers, although only four 
were involved in the work discussed in this paper.  These four teachers, Jennifer, Natalie, Carly, 
and Akira were all relatively new, each having less than ten years of teaching experience. Both 
Jennifer and Carly were new teachers to Lotus High, and Akira joined the department during the 
second half of the previous year as a long term substitute.  Jennifer and Carly are both White 
women. Natalie and Akira are both of Asian-American descent.  Natalie is female and Akira is 
male.  Jennifer and Natalie taught algebra, and Carly and Akira taught geometry.    

The principal investigator of the study served as the mathematics coach and was employed 
by a nearby university.  Prior to joining this research project, this coach served as a consultant 
and now works as both participant researcher and coach.  She has significant expertise in 
mathematics education and equity-focused instruction but was never formally trained as a coach.  
 
Data Collection  

Several data collection strategies were used in this study.  Relevant to the findings discussed 
in this paper are two main sources of data:  videotapes of common planning time and teacher 
interview transcripts.  Common planning time, facilitated by the coach, was videotaped three 
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times during the 2008-2009 school year.  Each video tape was approximately one hour long. In 
addition, teachers were interviewed twice during the school year using a semi-structured 
interview protocol.  These interviews focused on how teachers understood the reform work in 
which they were involved and how their ideas about teaching and learning mathematics changed 
over time. 

 
Theoretical Framework 

The literature suggests that coaching is a mechanism to help teachers improve their 
instructional practices, but theories of learning do not explicitly undergird this research. In this 
paper, the concept of guided participation, originally developed by Rogoff (1990) is used to 
understand the work of coaching in this context.   

Guided participation regards learning as a process that requires both guidance from a 
companion and participation in culturally meaningful activities. Contextual factors are always 
considered.  Rogoff (1990) asserted that “development is assumed to proceed throughout the life 
span” (p. 11). She defined development as increasing ones’ ability to effectively manage the 
problems of everyday life and contribute to community.  This could also serve as a definition of 
learning.  Therefore, although guided participation was initially used to make sense of student 
development when guided by teachers, it is apt to apply it to this context to understand teacher 
learning alongside the guidance of an instructional coach.   

Guided participation suggests that learning involves two processes.  First, “building bridges 
from present understanding and skill to reach new understanding and skills” (Rogoff, 1990, p. 8).  
This is similar to Vygotsky’s (1978) concept of the Zone of Proximal Development.  Learning 
requires guidance, support, and challenge from a companion (or companions) to help bridge a 
person’s current knowledge with new knowledge and understandings.   

The second process involved in learning is participation in a culturally valued activity.  Here, 
participation refers to active involvement in building shared understandings among participants.  
Rogoff (1990) explained, “from guided participation involving shared understanding and 
problem solving, children appropriate an increasingly advanced understanding of and skill in 
managing the intellectual problems of their community” (p. 8).  The same could be said of 
teachers involved in guided participation - by developing shared understandings and solving 
problems with others, teachers appropriate more advanced skills to manage problems of practice.   

Thus, learning, defined as increasing ones’ ability to manage everyday problems, occurs 
when one participates in building shared understandings of culturally meaningful activity with 
the guidance of someone who can help build bridges from current understandings to new 
understandings.  Additionally, Rogoff (1990) cautions that learning takes place in a larger 
context which cannot be overlooked.  This context involves individual effort, social interactions, 
and societal influences.  She explains,  

 
My stance is that the individual’s efforts and sociocultural arrangements and involvement 
are inseparable, mutually embedded focuses of interest.  Rather than examining context as 
an influence on human behavior, I regard context as inseparable from human actions in 
cognitive events or activities.  I regard all human activity as embedded in context; there are 
neither context-free situations nor de-contextualized skills (p. 27). 

 
This framework for learning, involving guided participation within a context of individual, 

social, and societal influences can be applied to teacher learning. Under such a framework, a 
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coach guides the learning of teachers and provides activities in which teachers participate. This 
study investigates how an instructional coach engaged in such work.   

 
Findings 

Interviewer: What do you see Jill’s (the coach) role having been in the common  
planning time? 
Natalie:  I think she was our guiding light. ‘Cuz she really was!  Like, “Okay.  We want our 
students to be ‘here’. So what do we need to do to get them ‘here’?  Here are some of the 
things that I’m thinking is good.  I don’t know.  What do you guys think?  Oh, okay, let’s try 
it.  Oh, it didn’t work. Okay. So what else?” And she…it was like we know “This is our 
goal”, and so it was nice to have a goal. Not “nice”—it was helpful to have a goal that we 
need to get to.  She…I don’t know! She just kind of strips everything from it and just says, 
“Okay.  What do we want the students to know?  What do they need to know? What will they 
need to do to show us that they know this, and what can we do to back that up, or what do we 
do to make sure that they do that?”   
 
In many ways this exchange exemplifies the findings of this study.  The teachers reported 

that Jill, their instructional coach, successfully engaged them in guided participation, and her 
presence and involvement positively affected their work. Jill built bridges through discussions 
with teachers in which she asked questions and stated observations.  She also developed shared 
understandings with teachers, particularly around the implementation of the particular 
pedagogical approach they were using to mitigate issues of status in their classrooms (Cohen, 
1994).  According to the teacher interview data, all members of this team came to value their 
work with Jill as a critical tool for improving their practice and continually expressed a desire to 
learn more.   

It must be noted that in addition to the lack of turn over within this team, the context of Lotus 
High may have contributed to the beliefs these teachers had about their success with students and 
their work as a collaborative team. The new administrators at this school worked with the entire 
staff to implement changes aligned with the goals of complex instruction, and both the principal 
and assistant principal showed significant support for this professional development project. 

As Rogoff (1990) suggests, it appeared that effective coaching that built bridges and 
developed shared understandings within a context that was conducive for positively impacting 
teacher learning. However, this does not explain how such work took place.  A closer analysis of 
the data in this study offers some possible explanations. Coding the data for the types of 
coaching moves made throughout all video tapes, three themes emerged: the coach (1) 
maintained focus, (2) assigned competence and (3) generalized teachers’ stories into larger 
principles of teaching and learning. 
 
Maintaining Focus 

During the first year of this project, the math team at Lotus made great strides in their 
learning. They met daily to discuss planning and instruction, adopted many of the practices of 
complex instruction, and exerted great efforts to change their teaching practices. The team 
expressed a sense of accomplishment both in individual interviews and during common planning 
times. As a result, conversations often took on a celebratory feel, where teachers talked about 
using their new learning to change classroom practices during the next school year.  Admittedly, 
community celebrations are critically important for developing coherence in any group and 
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motivating continued engagement. However, it is also common for such conversations to deter 
teachers from the work at hand and quickly turn into sharing and storytelling rather than critical 
reflection and thoughtful planning (Little, 1990).  Therefore, rather than simply chatting about 
their day, Jill provided teachers with both direction and support to move away from sharing and 
storytelling towards meaningful discussions about students, mathematics, and instruction.   

To illustrate what is meant by maintaining focus, we offer the following two examples. 
During a common planning meeting at the end of the first semester, the mathematics teachers 
strayed from a conversation about the end-of-course exam content and began imagining future 
classroom practices based on current successes. Although exciting, this conversation drifted from 
the important issue at hand. Jill first allowed the excitement and celebration to continue for a few 
minutes before bringing the teachers back to thinking about student learning at the end of the 
term. This coaching move kept the teachers’ conversation on topic rather than spiraling into an 
imagined world without crushing the enthusiasm being expressed.   

Another focusing move that Jill frequently made again related to the ways in which the 
teachers attributed their problems and frustrations to larger systemic structures. Although issues 
such as the school’s attendance policy, rules for placement in honors courses, or administrative 
discipline procedures, often affect what happens in teachers’ classrooms, Jill would not let the 
team use them as excuses for lack of student achievement or to derail discussions about changing 
instruction.  Instead, Jill acknowledged teachers’ concerns and shifted the conversation back to  
mathematics classrooms where teachers had more agency over the changes they were seeking. 

This finding is significant, because it suggests that structures for teachers’ collaboration may 
not be enough to create an environment where efficient teacher learning happens.  Jill’s focusing 
moves allowed this group of enthusiastic and sometimes frustrated teachers to engage in 
reflective dialogue focused on student understanding and learning rather than getting distracted 
by their own celebrations, stories or frustrations.  
 
Assigning Competence 

To assign competence means to tell someone what they have done well as it is directly 
related to the activity at hand.  A statement of assigning competence is specific and public 
(Cohen, 1994).  Jill frequently assigned competence during team meetings. She named particular 
instructional moves teachers made as evidenced from her classroom observations. This coaching 
strategy did two things for teachers’ learning. First, it highlighted specific teaching moves that 
Jill valued and wanted teachers to take up as part of their practice. Second, it distributed 
expertise across the team such that teachers recognized and valued each other’s intellectual 
contributions. It is assumed that when people’s contributions are valued, they are more likely to 
participate and continue to engage in their learning communities (Cohen, 1994). Below is an 
example of how Jill assigned competence to Natalie during a common planning time meeting. 

 
You are pushing more for clarification and they (the students) are not pushing back as much.  
So the more you do it, the more they get used to it.  You are also holding them more 
accountable for your follow up.  Like when you said, ‘I want you to do this,’ and then you 
would come back and check in with them about what you told them you wanted them to do.  
You are getting more [participation]. There's been a shift in your personality at the front of 
the room.  Like, ‘I expect this,’ and ‘I really expect it,’ not just, ‘I'm saying it because I have 
nothing else to say.’   
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In this statement, Jill assigned competence to Natalie by referencing a specific instructional 
move she used in her classroom, that of holding students accountable for engaging with a task 
and explaining mathematical ideas. Jill described the teaching move and how it affected students, 
and she discussed the experience in the public presence of the entire math team. One might 
easily imagine this conversation taking place between Jill and Natalie as part of their observation 
debrief in the privacy of a one-on-one meeting. However, when Jill assigned competence to 
Natalie, she made this artifact of Natalie’s practice available to the entire team. Holding students 
accountable in such as way now belongs to everyone and can potentially be used as part of the 
teams’ repertoire of practices. Simultaneously, Natalie is more likely to contribute during team 
meetings, because her ideas and practices were valued and validated by Jill. Natalie likely feels 
that she has something important to offer her colleagues as they work collaboratively to improve 
their teaching.  
 
Generalizing Stories 

The third coaching move Jill consistently used was one of generalizing teachers’ stories into 
larger principles of teaching and learning. “Generalizing, or making claims that extend beyond 
particular situations, is a central mathematical practice” (Jurow, 2004, p. 279).  In this situation, 
the act of generalizing helped the team make connections between the particulars of their own 
classroom contexts and the instructional strategies they were working to implement.  

During one of the collaborative team meetings, the math teachers discussed conversations 
they had with students about their expectations for behavior and participation. After some of the 
teachers shared particulars from these events, Jill connected this practice of whole-class 
discussion to creating classroom communities focused on equitable participation and 
assumptions for competence. At another point in the same conversation, teachers talked about 
specific students who questioned the reason for homework. Jill again pointed out how this 
concern was related to the norms for learning that the teacher team was creating across all math 
classes. This move reminded teachers that although homework was a particular issue they needed 
to address, it was couched within a larger framework with particular goals for student 
participation and learning. Teachers’ stories then shifted from isolated events to connected 
activities focused on the goal of creating equitable and engaging classrooms, a conversation 
which the entire team could then take up and address, regardless of specific occurrences within 
their own classrooms. 

 
Conclusion 

Jill, the coach in this study, engaged teachers in guided participation.  She learned about their 
individual teaching practices and built bridges between those and a larger set of pedagogical 
practices known to effectively engage students. Jill actively created a community of teacher 
learners who developed shared understandings around a set of ambitious pedagogies. She did this 
in many ways, but most prevalently through her facilitation of common planning time which 
included maintaining focus, assigning competence to teachers’ ideas and instructional moves, 
and generalizing specific stories of classroom events.  Perhaps these moves contributed to 
comments such as the one made by Natalie who said, “Every Tuesday when she (Jill) steps into 
the building there is this magic that happens in the classroom.”  

Despite its popularity in practice as a means for improving students’ mathematical 
achievement, instructional coaching is an underexplored area in research. This study looked in-
depth at the work of one coach who was perceived as successful by the mathematics teachers 
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with whom she worked in a high school where students’ mathematical achievement was on the 
rise. This research provides a learning framework and three specific coaching moves that have 
great potential to positively impact both teachers and students’ learning.  
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PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT: A CASE STUDY OF MRS. G 
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This report is a case study of a teacher who participated in a project to investigate the effect of a 
wireless communication system on student algebra achievement. The longitudinal study aligns 
her instruction with the pedagogy promoted in the professional development sessions provided 
by the project. Classroom observations and teacher interviews were key data for analysis of 
classroom discourse, levels of questioning and formative assessment. The results of this study 
indicate Mrs. G’s practice was consistent with the project PD.   
 

Introduction 
One of the significant concerns regarding education reform today is that the American 

education system is “always reforming but not always improving,” and the most alarming aspect 
is we have “no mechanism for getting better” (Stigler & Heibert, 1999, p. ix). Professional 
development (PD) is often credited with promoting teacher change but evidence of success is 
sketchy at best. Studying environments where goals for teacher change are realized and active 
student learning is the focus may highlight strategies that could be replicated in teacher 
preparation and PD. While collecting data for Classroom Connectivity in Mathematics and 
Science (CCMS), such a situation came to light.  

The larger project sought to use Texas Instruments TI-NavigatorTM, a wireless system, to 
open communication between students and teacher in mathematics classrooms, specifically 
Algebra I. The author was assigned to collect data from project participants based on 
geographical convenience.  One such participant was perceived to be excited about the project 
and open to the new technology. Students demonstrated an enthusiasm for participation and 
learning. The seasoned teacher demonstrated an authentic passion for student understanding. The 
author was motivated to make a rich description of this classroom scene.  

The four-year IES-funded project1 aimed to promote student learning by enhancing 
classroom practices such as enriched classroom discourse, quality and levels of questioning, and 
utilization of formative assessment (CCMS, 2005). Recognizing that simply the presence of new 
technology does not ensure teacher change, the project PIs implemented many avenues for 
reflection and PD. Clarke (1994) gives a framework for effective professional development. The 
professional development opportunities of the CCMS project were aligned with this framework 
and include: making ideas relevant to participants, allowing time to change, offering ongoing 
support, and encouraging participants to reflect on their learning. Formal professional 
development, led by practicing high school teachers who were also Teachers Teaching with 
Technology (T3) instructors, was offered at summer institutes. PD sessions were also provided at 
T3 international conferences. The PIs of the project provided direct instruction focusing on the 
theoretical and pedagogical issues addressed by appropriate implementation of the new 
technology. The gap between theory and practice was more effectively bridged by T3 instructors 
who provided real-life examples of classroom activities. Additional support included a listserv, 
technical support and ongoing telephone interviews.  
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Theoretical Framework 
“Human motivation is a complex phenomenon, so it follows that mastery orientation is 

dependent on many…factors, not necessarily explainable by a single theory,” (Owens et al., 
2005, p.10). However, this paper is framed on social constructivist theory, whereby individuals 
build knowledge based on prior experiences, and that knowledge is constructed in a social 
environment. Much emphasis has been placed on students’ learning in exploratory environments. 
Unfortunately, the same theory has often been neglected in teacher learning (Clement & 
Vandenberghe, 2000; Sowder, 2007). Construction of knowledge is greatly hindered, in an 
environment where one person is the holder of knowledge and continually dominates the 
conversation, and the other person simply follows along. Critical thinking occurs when both 
parties are held responsible for asserting and justifying new ideas and opinions. “For learning to 
be mutually beneficial, especially among adults, all parties must engage in critical thinking” 
(Nyikos & Hashimoto, 1997, p. 508, emphasis added).  

 
Modes of Inquiry and Data Sources  

Transcripts and videotapes of Mrs. G’s classroom observations, post observation interviews 
and telephone interviews serve as data. The researcher looked for indicators from Mrs. G’s 
interviews of her perception of implementing the pedagogy supported by the project PD in her 
classroom practices by employing formative assessments and initializing classroom discourse by 
using questioning. Evidence of these constructs in her classroom transcripts were compared with 
the transcripts of the project PD sessions. Although it is impossible to isolate which elements of 
the PD are credited with changes in Mrs. G’s classroom practices, an alignment of the PD 
sessions, Mrs. G’s comments about her implementation of the technology and the pedagogy 
supported by the PD sessions, with evidences from her classroom observations are indicators of 
success of the PD. The author conducted a classroom observation after Mrs. G left the project to 
ascertain whether she continued to employ the aforementioned constructs.  

The research question for this paper is: How do Mrs. G’s classroom practices align with the 
PD provided by CCMS project? Studying a seasoned teacher who continues to learn about 
desirable constructs in her classroom can add to the knowledge base of successful PD. It is worth 
examining PD that has been implemented so that the education community can glean from it 
something that works and attempt to replicate it in subsequent PD opportunities. 

 
Data Analysis 

Classroom Discourse  
In the PD sessions, specific references were made to utilizing the technology to instigate 

classroom discourse. An example of this is comments made by Stephen Pape, co-principal 
investigator of the larger project at the opening day of the summer institute, “And the immediate 
feedback, and the discussions that you can have after it, are what got me into this grant.  I am so 
excited about that data that you can get…Now this is some math problem, but you have these 
data now.  What kind of conversations would you have about that?” 

In keeping with a social constructivist paradigm supported by the PD sessions, participants 
were encouraged to participate in small and large group discussions.  Participants brainstormed 
ideas projecting how they might use the TI-NavigatorTM to foster discussion.  Among several 
comments was Mrs. G, “What I find a lot is there's only one right answer in math. And when 
they see this, they're going to know that there's more than one right way to present your answer.” 
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Comments about classroom discourse made by Mrs. G during her tenure in the project 
include this at the conclusion of her first year in the project, “It has assisted and validated the 
way I have been teaching. I feel it’s a battle to get them to think on their own, and Navigator has 
fostered more discussion from quieter kids that normally you wouldn’t get.” In the middle of her 
second year in the project, she made this observation about classroom discourse, “I probably 
would only interact otherwise with those who are more vocal. It fosters more discussion about 
the ‘hows’ of doing a certain problem. It allows you to interact with the quiet ones as well.”  
 
Levels of Questioning 

Embedded in the conversations supporting classroom discourse was the notion that the 
teacher fosters a desirable environment with the type of questions she asks. Levels of questioning, 
while embedded within discourse, were treated as an additional construct. It was suggested that 
the questioning techniques employed by the teacher inform the classroom climate for discourse. 
A T3 instructor addressed the issue of changing her questioning as a result of having the TI-
Navigator in her classroom, “With Quick Poll and later with Class Analysis, it changed my way 
of questioning. Instead of saying, ‘Well, how did you get that?’ That's too accusational. Even 
though I wasn't meaning that.  I now change it to say, ‘How would someone get that?’ It 
alleviates that feeling of, ‘I'm the only one that was wrong, and how am I supposed to explain it?  
I have no idea.’ But it also gives the students who frequently or most often get things right, it 
gives them an opportunity to look at perhaps someone who has not done it the same way they did, 
and they can help talk through what would be the possibility of getting that.”   

In a post-project interview, Mrs. G offered the following comments regarding questioning in 
her classroom, “I usually question to assess what they already know on a topic before we start a 
new topic or to connect something we have learned to something we are going to be learning.  I 
question for understanding.  I question for keeping students on task… and to basically assess 
whether or not they are understanding…it directs what I’m going to do next.  Whether I keep 
going, or back up to re-explain or back way up…re-teach something they need before we go on.”  

This research employed a deductive analysis of the data, using a coding system developed in 
an emergent and initial analysis of the data (Pape, 2009; Pape et al., 2008).  NVivo software was 
used in a line-by-line analysis of the data so that every utterance from the transcripts was counted.  
The constructs in Table 1 are a sub-group of the constructs from the CCMS project (Pape, 2009).  
Table 1 reports counts for multi-directional discourse and levels of questioning.  In defining each 
utterance, the author of this report used the codebook for which she was co-author. The 
abbreviated codebook definitions are listed below.  The recorded counts in Table 1 have been 
standardized to a 60-minute lesson.  The final column in Table 1 represents a post-project visit.  
This was a two-day visit, but only the first day was transcribed.  The second day of the 
observation, students were playing a review game that required them to work in teams.  The 
teams selected a question that was appropriately challenging for themselves, and they worked on 
it together.  Although the entire lesson was an excellent example of classroom discourse, levels 
of questioning, and formative assessment, it was not transcribable due to the nature of game.  
 
Definitions for Table 1  

Initiation, response, evaluation [IRE].  Typically, a 3-conversational turn sequence during 
which (a) the teacher initiates by asking a question, (b) a student responds, and (c) the teacher 
evaluates the student’s response.  
Uptake.  Uptake of correct and incorrect responses or student comment or question refers 
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ways in which the teacher “takes up” (i.e., explores, engages with, discusses, critiques, 
reasons about, provides rationale to support) responses and comments as objects of 
classroom discourse.  
High order cognitive load question.  Elicit responses that may involve manipulation of 
information and ideas in ways that transform their meaning and implications—combining 
facts and ideas to synthesize, generalize, explain, hypothesize, or arrive at some conclusion 
or interpretation.  (The code “st” refers to students.) 
Low order cognitive load question.  Elicit recalling and stating information or known facts; 
carrying out a simple algorithm, math procedure, or problem-solving steps to complete a task.  
Teacher press for elaboration, explanations, and justifications.  Teacher presses students to 
elaborate their ideas or to make their reasoning explicit—a request for deeper thinking. 
Teacher press for involvement.  Teacher strategies for increasing involvement for all students. 
Student-to-teacher mathematics comment.  All mathematics statements from a student to the 
teacher including direct response to a teacher question. 
Student-to-teacher mathematics question.  The direction of the mathematics question is from 
a student to the teacher.  (The code “wpc” refers to words per comment.) 
Student-to-student mathematics comment.  All mathematics statements between students.  
Student-to-student mathematics question.  The direction of the mathematics question is from 
a student to another student. 
Teacher-to-student mathematics comment.  All mathematics statements from the teacher to a 
student or students including lecture about mathematics content.  
Teacher-to-student mathematics question.  The direction of the mathematics question is from 
the teacher to a student.  
Authentic question.  Open-ended, no specified answer by question source.  
Recitation question.  Pre-scripted answers are known by question source. 

 
Discussion of Table 1  

Initiation, response, evaluate (IRE).  Typically, IRE is an undesirable pattern in a classroom 
because it usually consists of low cognitive load questions and may be used as more of a lecture 
masked as student involvement.  The evaluation component deems the teacher as the 
mathematical authority.  So, an increase in IRE would be a disappointing result.  The NVivo 
results show that Mrs. G increases from 14.4 episodes of IRE in year one, winter of 2006, and 
4.67 episodes in year one, spring of 2006, to as many as 29 episodes of IRE in year three, winter 
2007. However, Mrs. G employed nontraditional uses in her IRE pattern. An example of 
transcripts that were coded as IRE, yet were used as a discourse generator is: 

 
Mrs. G:  Oh, okay. Let me get so I can see all your numbers. Okay, all right, so talk to me 
about this one compared to the other two. Say something about that line. Carla, just say 
something. There’s no right or wrong, I’m just asking you to make an observation.  
S:  It’s a straight line. 
S:  It’s a positive slope. 
Mrs. G:  It’s another positive slope.  Good.  
S:  It’s a straight line. 
Mrs. G:  Yeah, it’s a straight line.  
S:  Instead of like one more down, it goes like up. 
Mrs. G:  Oh, give it another name; more up.  
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Table 1. Quantitative Summary of NVivo Coding Results 
Code Year 1 

Winter 2006 
2 days 

Year 1 
Spring 2006 
5 days 

Year 2 
Spring 2007 
4 days 

Year 3 
Winter 2007 
3 days 

Post 
project 
1 day 

IRE 14.4 4.67 21 29 18.76 
Uptake 3 

23% 
1.88 
14% 

8.75 
27.34% 

7.67 
16.24% 

1.3 
11.24% 

High order 3 
0.67 st 

0.8 
0.268 st 

5 
0.25 st 

8.3 
0.67 st 

0.67 
0 

Low order 
 

49.58 
1 st 

27.1 
4.15 st 

87.28 
6.75 st 

105.3 
8.3 st 

81.74 
21 st 

Press elab 4.7 2 5 7 0 
Press involve 10.72 2 4.5 10.67 0 
S-T MC 72 

5.77 wpc 
40.5 
7 wpc 

116.25 
5.5 wpc 

160.3 
4.8 wpc 

142 
4.8 wpc 

S-T MQ 3.35 4.7 7.25 10 14.7 
S-S MC 2.345 

4.86 wpc 
2.28 
10.76 wpc 

3 
4.92 wpc 

2.3 
2.43 wpc 

1 
1 wpc 

S-S MQ 0.34 0.27 0.5 0.67 0 
T-S MC 29.14 

23.6 wpc 
26.4 
23 wpc 

31.83 
18.4 wpc 

40.42 
17.17 wpc 

73.7 
22.7 wpc 

T-S Q 50.59 20.52 82.75 102.3 67.67 
Authentic 
question 

22 
2.1 st 

13.94 
4.56 st 

34.75 
7.25 st 

43.67 
8.67 st 

32.16 
13.4 st 

Recitation 42.21 13.69 56.5 71.3 50.92 
 
Uptake.  Mrs. G spent a large percentage of time taking up student comments and questions 

as objects of classroom discourse. This exercise validated student contributions and therefore 
encouraged student input. The first and third observations show nearly one fourth or more of the 
class time is spent on comments and questions instigated by students, thereby validating student 
contributions and allowing them to be holders of their own knowledge.   

Types of questions.  The recitation questions were all posed by the teacher, but the authentic, 
higher cognitive load and lower cognitive load questions were occasionally posed by a student.  
That count is represented in the table with an “st.”  The highest percentage of student questions is 
found in the authentic code. This is reasonable since authentic questions are ones in which the 
answer is not known. It is interesting to note that the teacher frequently relinquished her 
authority by asking authentic questions, placing herself as a learner along with her students.  

Teacher press for involvement and teacher press for elaboration, explanations, and 
justifications.  Mrs. G pressed her students for explanations and justifications of their comments, 
more so in the first and last observations.  She also used many verbal cues to keep her students 
involved in the lessons. Some prompts that Mrs. G used to press her students to be involved were: 
I want to ask Monica because she’s falling asleep, and I want to wake her up; Somebody who 
disagreed, can you tell me what you got for an answer? Dave, since you brought it up; 14-15 
people. Are the rest coming?  Where’s everybody else? Okay, talk to me about what the word 
maximum means. Jonathan; I’m asking you anyway, especially because you didn’t do it. 
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Comment and question directionality. This is a combination of the question and comment 
constructs from Table 1 addressing all instances in which the teacher makes a comment or 
question to a student (T-S MC, T-S MQ) a student makes a comment or question to the teacher, 
or another student.(S-T MC, S-T MQ, S-S MC, S-S MQ). An interesting observation is that Mrs. 
G’s students made many times the comments that she made; however the words per comment 
(wpc) were fewer for the students, indicating that their comments were probably not as 
sophisticated as those of the teacher.  In year one, winter of 2006, the students made 72 
mathematics comments to the teacher, and the teacher makes 29.14 mathematics comments to 
the students.  In this case, the students made 2.47 times the number of teacher comments. In year 
one, spring of 2006, the students made 1.53 times the number of teacher comments.  In year two, 
spring of 2007, this number jumped to 3.07 times the number of teacher comments; and in year 
three, winter of 2007, nearly four times the number of teacher comments. In year three, winter of 
2007, the number is reduced to just over twice the number of teacher comments.  Note that in 
IRE, the response is always coded as a student-to-teacher mathematics comment; however, her 
low levels of IRE would not account for a great percentage of the student-to-teacher comments, 
ranging from 11.5% in year one, spring, to 20% in year one, winter 2006 . These percentages 
were calculated by dividing the number of IREs by the number of student comments. Likewise, 
the teacher-to-student questions are somewhat accounted for in IRE, but only ranging from 22.8% 
in year one, spring 2006, to 28.5% in year one, winter 2006. These percentages were calculated 
by dividing the number of IREs by the number of teacher-to-student questions.  The student-to-
student comments and questions may not be adequately represented by the count in Table 1 
because the students had time every day that they worked at their desks on a warm up, reviewing 
homework or exploring a new idea, and took advantage of time to discuss something quietly with 
a neighboring student.  These instances were viewed on the videotapes, but were not audible, so 
did not appear on the transcripts; therefore, these comments were not counted. 

Formative assessment. After the principal investigators and T3 instructors spent some time in 
the PD sessions establishing the importance of discourse, the next big idea was, what does the 
teacher do with the knowledge gained from listening to the students?  Assessment is a key reason 
for providing an environment where students can speak freely about their mathematics. As 
students expose their ideas, they also expose their misconceptions. Once the misconceptions are 
brought to light, they can be rectified. Stephen Pape made these comments at the summer, 2005 
institute regarding formative assessment: 

 
You have this information, and you have to think about which road to take. One of the 
questions we have in the research is about the critical junctures in a lesson when you use the 
Navigator.  When will you make that decision in a lesson about when to use… Quick Poll?  
Nothing preplanned; but you're noticing something, and you say, ‘Oh, let me get this 
data.’…I think that's going to be interesting, and perhaps it makes your job somewhat more 
complex…We always ask questions, but we're getting that information back (S. Pape, 2005). 
 
Mrs. G made many references to using formative assessment to evaluate student 

understanding. She claimed that formative assessment has traditionally been her practice; 
however, the TI Navigator made the students’ needs more visible. In every telephone interview 
and post-observation interview, Mrs. G remarked that she did change the course of the day’s 
lesson to accommodate student learning. The following comments came from her post-
observation interviews: After her first semester in the project: 
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I taught the material yesterday.  They weren’t as comfortable as I wanted them to be.  I was 
shocked that there was still so much work to do because my plan was to go on to some word 
problems. . . . I can’t write a plan in advance.  I mean, it changes (Mrs. G, 2005).   

 
After her first year in the project:  
 

We backed up from what we originally planned because after taking a quiz, I realized the 
kids were not ready to write equations of lines from scatter plots. Well, some of them, those 
five who got it, they’re solving system of equations right now (Mrs. G, 2006).  

 
After two years in the project: “I try to get as much student involvement and feedback as I could.  
I could get a better picture of how they were doing.” After three years in the project: “I decided 
to whip out that TI-interactive calculator [i.e., TI- NavigatorTM]. I hadn’t planned that.  I could 
see they were struggling.” 

 
Conclusions 

The results of the qualitative analysis and Mrs. G’s comments indicated that the PD offered 
by the larger project was implemented in her classroom practices. Participation in the CCMS 
project was not Mrs. G’s first exposure to the constructs of classroom discourse, levels of 
questioning and formative assessment, she indicated that the PD sessions of the summer institute 
and yearly conferences aligned themselves with her belief system. When asked to compare the 
PD of her own choosing such as CCMS, with the professional offerings mandated by her 
administration, Mrs. G stated:  

 
PD needs to be relevant to your profession.  [As a mathematics teacher] I am looking for PD 
that is relevant to me. How can I use this in the classroom?  And how is this going to improve 
student learning and understanding?  Because those are my goals. My goal as a teacher 
is…to have students understand what I teach them.  The generic PD that gets handed down 
through the county...is just a process that I didn’t see the relevance for. It was time 
consuming, and I did not see the relevance for it in my classroom.  Whereas, I sought out the 
Navigator project because I saw Navigator as something that would help me understand 
student learning and improve student learning. It was going to be a motivator for students.  It 
was going to allow students to talk more about math, so that PD was meeting my goals and 
my requirements for teaching mathematics. The PD sessions we had at Ohio State and 
Denver and other places were all research based.  Nobody was saying, “You have to do it 
this way.”  The way it was presented allowed you as a professional to choose whether or not 
it was [going to be useful in your classroom].  There have been other PDs that I have chosen 
to do that I felt were beneficial…They are probably geared more toward my style of teaching, 
and that is why I gravitate towards them: investigative, discovery, hands-on approaches to 
learning math (Mrs. G, 2009). 
 

Recommendations for Practice 
This case study can inform pre-service and in-service instructors to build programs that 

nurture a desire for teacher learning. Current trends that are an “emphasis on correcting deficits 
rather than encouraging professional growth” are listed as an impediment to staff development 
sessions (Clarke, 1994, p. 41). The result is a most frustrating situation where teachers are not 
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treated as professionals (Romberg, 1988), but rather bludgeoned with speakers, workshops, 
consultants, new curriculum, new materials, new math, new activities and an overwhelming 
offering of other potentially useful, but thoughtlessly mandated, programs.  “The most common 
form of staff development…in the United States… continues to be the one-shot in-service 
seminar in which an external expert makes a presentation, with little active involvement and no 
follow-up” (Clarke, 1994, p. 42).  Furthermore, “two thirds of U.S. teachers state that they have 
no say in what or how they learn in the PD opportunities provided to them in schools” 
(Bransford, Brown, & Cocking, 2000 p. 193) 

Teachers must be allowed to have a choice of which PD opportunities they will undertake.  
However, there may be many in this profession who have chosen it for their passion for teaching 
and not a passion for learning.  The latter must be cultivated in pre-service teachers. It is possible 
that many teachers do not know how to choose appropriate PD for themselves because the 
expectation is that they will be told what to do.  In order for in-service programs to be effective, 
pre-service programs must incorporate the expectation that its graduates will continue to seek 
appropriate learning opportunities for themselves.  Pre-service teachers must be educated in the 
opportunities available to in-service teachers and must leave their programs armed with a plan to 
continue their education in an area that is relevant to them. Perhaps assertive teachers with a plan 
will be less likely to fall prey to generic sweep of stagnating workshops.  

 
Endnotes 

1. The research reported here is from the project Classroom Connectivity in Promoting 
Mathematics and Science Achievement supported by the Institute of Education Sciences, U.S. 
Department of Education, through Grant R305K0050045 to The Ohio State University.  The 
opinions expressed are those of the author and do not represent views of the U.S. Department of 
Education. 
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With current reform efforts and demands on teachers, quality professional development is more 
important than ever. There is a growing interest in practice-based professional development, an 
approach that aims to provide opportunities for teachers to learn mathematics and to make 
connections between the mathematical ideas, students' ways of thinking about those ideas, and 
related pedagogy. In this paper, we explore one type of practice-based professional development 
task that has not received great attention in the literature - where teachers write a lesson plan, 
teach the lesson to a "class" of fellow teachers, and discuss the demonstration lesson as a group. 

 
Introduction 

With current reform efforts and demands on teachers, quality professional development is 
more important than ever (Borko, 2004). Research suggests that professional development 
experiences should be grounded in particular content and in the practice of teaching (Borko & 
Putnam, 1996; Smith, 2001). Yet, much is still needed to understand and implement effective 
strategies for educating teachers (Borko, 2004).  

Large-scale studies of professional development in mathematics and science suggest some 
general guidelines for creating quality learning experiences for teachers. Specifically, Garet and 
colleagues found that teachers' knowledge and skills are positively impacted by professional 
development that is focused on content, includes active learning opportunities, and is aligned 
with other school goals and activities (Garet, Porter, Desimone, Birman, & Yoon, 2001). In 
addition, Penuel and colleagues found that when activities were focused on specific content and 
were perceived to be consistent with other goals, teachers' felt more prepared to help students 
engage in inquiry. Time for planning was also related to implementation (Penuel, Fishman, 
Yamaguchi, & Gallagher, 2007). 

Recently there has been a growing interest in practice-based professional development, an 
approach that aims to situate teacher learning within the profession of teaching (Silver, 2009; 
Smith, 2001). This approach utilizes artifacts of teaching, such as curriculum materials, lesson 
plans, and student work, to create Professional Learning Tasks (PLTs). These tasks accomplish 
particular learning goals by engaging teachers in aspects of their work and drawing on their 
experiences as teachers (Smith, 2001). However, Silver (2009) suggests that empirical evidence 
is lacking for theoretical claims about PLTs. In particular, there is a need to better understand 
whether and what teachers are learning from the tasks, what features of the task facilitate this 
learning, and how this learning might transfer to the classroom. 
 
Model Teaching 

The focus of this paper is on a professional development activity that we refer to as model 
teaching. Model teaching occurs when participants collaboratively plan a lesson, teach the lesson 
to a "class" of fellow teachers, and discuss the demonstration lesson as a group. Although model 
teaching has not been focused on in the literature, it is closely related to another, more extensive 
literature - microteaching. Microteaching, where preservice teachers teach lessons to their peers 
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as a part of methods courses, has a long history in teacher education with roots in the early 1960s 
(Kasten, 2008). In its earliest form, the lessons were taught to small groups of actual students, 
but peers were later used in order to make the practice logistically feasible for regular use (Davis 
& Gregory, 1970). Microteaching provides an opportunity for preservice teachers to practice 
teaching skills in a simplified environment; hence, the class size is small, and the lessons are 
short and often focused on a particular pedagogical skill (e.g., student involvement). Typically, 
the lessons are videotaped for subsequent viewing and analysis by the presenter and a supervisor, 
but a number of variations to the practice have emerged over the years, including variations on 
the mode, style, and source of feedback. Research on microteaching suggests that participants 
enjoy the activity and feel it has value. The feedback after teaching is especially important, both 
by the observers and in the form of self-analysis (Kasten, 2008; MacLeod, 1987). However, the 
research has not been entirely conclusive (MacLeod, 1987). Some have argued that these 
environments may have been oversimplified, that "what was stripped away may have been the 
very aspects of teaching that make it difficult" (Grossman & McDonald, 2008, p. 190-191). 

Several differences exist between microteaching and model teaching. First, microteaching 
has most often been used with novice teachers (MacLead, 1987). As such, microteaching is often 
a way for novice teachers to work on 'gross' teaching skills such as clear directions, presentation 
style, and student involvement (Kasten, 2008), whereas model teaching is intended to help 
experienced teachers explore more nuanced aspects of teaching. Related, the microteaching 
environment is meant to reduce the complexities of teaching so that the preservice teacher can 
practice particular skills and receive feedback on them (MacLeod, 1987). On the other hand, 
model teaching is expressly meant to help teachers consider and practice a new (and more 
advanced) skill, while simultaneously considering the complexities of teaching. Teachers are 
encouraged to embed the skill in a complete lesson in order to consider how it might be 
integrated into daily practice. Also, the debriefing period following the lesson is not aimed so 
much at the particular teacher and his or her execution, as much as it is a collaborative reflection 
about the lesson's ability to effectively use the new skill to help students learn.  

 
Current Study 

As suggested by Garet et al. (2001), the professional development activities in the current 
study were grounded in particular content (i.e., the teaching of algebra) and included multiple 
active learning opportunities, all of which were designed to help teachers integrate the new 
materials into their current practices and to merge them with regular classroom materials (e.g., 
texts). In particular, the goals of the professional development were to: 1) introduce teachers to 
comparison as a tool for fostering flexibility in algebra; 2) train teachers to use materials created 
for this purpose; and 3) assist teachers in finding ways that these materials could be easily 
implemented in their own classrooms. 

Star and colleagues have identified comparison as a particularly effective means for 
promoting the development of students’ flexibility in mathematics (Rittle-Johnson & Star, 2007; 
Star & Rittle-Johnson, 2009). Within their work, several practices for the effective use of 
comparison in mathematics instruction were found to be important. These instructional practices 
include using side-by-side presentation of problems and solution methods; engaging students in 
subsequent discussion of these multiple solution methods to highlight the similarities and 
differences among problem solving techniques; helping students evaluate and compare the 
accuracy and efficiency of different solution methods; and making connections to the underlying 
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mathematical principles. The current study investigated how teachers learned to implement these 
practices within a practice-based professional development institute.  

The study is guided by two research questions. How do teachers implement the model 
teaching activity? In what ways do teachers' implementation of the model teaching activity 
foster the integration of mathematics content, student thinking, and pedagogy? 

 
Method 

Participants 
In July of 2009, a one-week professional development institute was held for a group of 

middle and high school algebra teachers local to a large city in the northeastern part of the 
United States. The teachers were participants in a pilot year of a multi-year research project on 
using comparison to teach Algebra I. Of the 13 teachers, 8 taught in high schools and 5 in middle 
schools. All of the teachers had taught either algebra or pre-algebra courses in their schools. The 
range of schools varied from public urban and suburban schools to private suburban. The number 
of years teaching ranged from 2 to 25, with an average of almost 10 years. 
 
Professional Development Structure 

Daily overarching questions were used to frame the discussions and organize the activities 
during the week of professional development. In particular, on Monday the overarching 
questions were: What are some benefits of promoting multiple strategies for solving problems? 
What are some benefits of using comparison to promote the use of multiple strategies? On 
Tuesday the questions were: What sorts of comparisons are useful for learning algebra? What 
might these comparisons look like within the algebra curriculum? Which comparison problems 
can be easily woven into your instruction? On Wednesday: What kinds of questions/activities 
will facilitate the use of these comparison problems? How might the materials work together to 
foster flexibility with algebra? On Thursday: How might comparison might be implemented 
within your own classroom? On Friday, the guiding questions were: What difficulties do you 
anticipate/concerns do you have about the use of comparison? How will the study be conducted? 
Typically, each day included an activity designed to address the guiding questions and promote 
active learning opportunities. The activities ranged from solving mathematics problems to 
watching videos to planning and enacting lessons. 
 
The Model Teaching Activity 

During the professional development week, several activities were included to introduce 
teachers to the new teaching methodology, underlying educational research, and comparison 
curriculum materials. The activities were meant to provide teachers the opportunity to explore 
new ideas and make connections to their own teaching practices. Each activity was followed by a 
group discussion. The focus of the current paper is the activity that occurred on Thursday – the 
model teaching activity. For this activity, teachers chose side-by-side comparison problems from 
the curriculum, referred to in the curriculum as Worked Example Pairs (WEPs), and worked in 
small groups to design a lesson plan. (The 13 teachers divided into five small groups for the 
purposes of this activity.) Each group then co-taught the lesson to the other participating teachers, 
who played the role of students. The presenting teachers selected their own topics from those that 
were part of the curriculum, which included finding the slope of a line, solving a system of linear 
equations, factoring, and solving quadratic equations. All five of the teacher presentations were 
videotaped, and observational notes were taken at the time of presentations. 
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Prior to designing their own lessons, the teachers participated in a demonstration lesson 
taught by one of the professional development leaders. Within this lesson, characteristics of 
effective implementation were modeled. In particular, desired implementation of the WEP 
included three phases: understand (e.g., what are the two methods?), compare (e.g., what are the 
similarities and differences between the methods?), and make connections (e.g., why is one 
method more efficient?). The presenter did not narrate the lesson; instead, he enacted the lesson 
as if he was the teacher and the participants were his students. Before he began, he emphasized 
that his lesson was just one way to implement the materials. 
 
Analysis 

To begin the analysis process, two of the authors independently observed all five 
demonstration lesson videos. Subsequent analysis of the videos proceeded in three phases: 
writing detailed descriptions of the lessons; identifying features of the implementation; and 
coding the lessons for mathematics content, student thinking, and pedagogy. After an initial 
phase of independent analysis followed by discussion (iteratively for the first two videos), 
subsequent analysis were completed by one coder and checked by the other. 

In particular, the detailed descriptions were used to characterize different phases of the lesson, 
use of WEPs, and aspects related to enactment of the lesson (e.g., did the teachers narrate or play 
the role of a teacher?) These characterizations were then used to identify trends in the way that 
mathematics, student thinking, and pedagogy were addressed within the model teaching activity. 
Video were reviewed as often as necessary to understand and confirm the trends. 

 
Results 

The results for this study are organized according to the research questions. Before 
describing these results, however, it seems important to note that teachers' reactions to the 
activity were quite positive. Semi-structured interviews conducted with each participant before 
and after the professional development week revealed that the majority of them viewed the 
model teaching activity to be the most meaningful part of the week. Several teachers noted that 
this activity helped them to think about the implementation process and how to “blend the 
[materials] into the lesson.” One of the teachers noted, “The part I enjoyed the most was 
watching other teachers implement the [materials]....anything from how they wrote it on the 
board to the questions they just asked the class in general.” Another teacher commented that the 
teacher presentations "were incredibly helpful, and it was the springboard for a lot of ideas that 
are sort of percolating right now."  
 
Implementation of the Model Teaching Activity 

Our first research question focuses on teachers' implementation of the model teaching 
activity. Three types of implementation features were examined in this study: lesson sequence, 
use of WEPs, and enactment of the lesson.  

Lesson sequence. With regard to lesson sequence, a general trend was found that included: 
warm-up problems to review what students already knew about a mathematical topic; 
introduction and discussion of the WEPs; opportunities to apply the methods presented in the 
WEPs and draw conclusions about them; and an “exit ticket” problem to assess understanding of 
the methods and general conclusions. Not surprisingly, this sequence was quite similar to the one 
demonstrated by the professional development leader. 
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Slight variations in lesson sequence among the five presentations were primarily due to 
personal teaching styles and also classroom environment where the participating teachers would 
be using the curriculum materials. For example, one of the teachers had students of different 
levels of achievement in her class and she had to be conscious in how she would adjust the 
comparison materials and pedagogy to fit the needs of her class. Another teacher was working 
with non-English native speakers and for her, the major challenge was to think about ways to 
integrate this new approach and be able to support meaningful discussions without adding an 
additional load on students’ language comprehension. Another variation involved the use of a 
second, teacher-made example to extend students’ thinking about the particular methods being 
examined in the WEP. 

Use of WEPs. During the use of the WEPs, all of the groups included the understand, 
compare, and make connections phases. These first two phases were quite similar for all groups. 
In the understand phase, all of the groups asked students to read through the example and 
understand how each method worked. A small difference was that some of the groups asked the 
students to read the example and discuss the solution methods with their partner before 
beginning the whole class discussion, while other presenters began a whole class discussion right 
after their students read through the problem. In the comparison phase, all five groups asked 
their students about the similarities and differences between the solution methods. 

The most variability in the lesson sequence occurred during the make connections phase. For 
example, three of the groups were focused on helping students understand why and under what 
circumstances a particular method might be preferable. For example, after discussion about 
which method was more efficient and strategic for a problem that involved factoring with a 
leading coefficients greater than 1 (e.g., 2x2 + 14x + 24), a presenting teacher in one group said, 
“I want to ask a follow-up question. How does a factoring of GCF here affect the length of the 
solution?” In these three groups, these teachers wanted students to pay attention to the 
affordances of certain methods, given particular problem characteristics. Again, classroom 
environment seemed to also play a role for this questioning phase. For example, one teacher 
explained that his target class was quite advanced and consequently, he spent most of his time in 
the make connections phase. In two other groups' implementation of the make connections phase, 
the teachers were concerned with helping their students generalize mathematical ideas related to 
the WEPs. For example, one group asked the students to state general rules about the slopes of 
horizontal and vertical lines, based on the discussions following the use of the WEPs. 

All five groups included an “exit ticket” problem at the end of their lesson. Perhaps due to 
the time limitations for each of the presentations, the teachers generally did not discuss these 
problems in detail. 

Enactment of the lesson. The last aspect of implementation examined in this study was the 
enactment of the lesson. The most notable finding here is that none of the five groups stayed “in 
character” throughout the lesson, although the groups differed in the extent that they stopped to 
make comments. The comments generally fell into one of six categories; most typically, teachers 
stepped “out of character” to explain their approach or view about something in the lesson. For 
example, one teacher stopped to explain that she tells her students the slope of a vertical line is 
undefined rather than telling them it has no slope. In a few cases, teachers stepped “out of 
character” to explain what students in their classes typically think or do. As one teacher noted, 
“You also have to remember to remind the kids to bring the GCF down, because they do pull it 
out, work on the expression, and then forget it. That is a common thing.” Teachers also stepped 
“out of character” to explain their rationale for decisions within the lesson, to describe what 
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might happen in part of the lesson they did not enact, to explain the context of the lesson, or to 
comment on logistical issues such as time or materials. 

The other notable finding about the enactment is that the lessons tended to become shorter 
with each group. The first lesson was the longest (49 minutes), during which the teachers enacted 
most details of the lesson. The last one was the shortest (18 minutes), during which the teacher 
focused primarily on the implementation of the WEP. It was unclear whether this change was a 
result of teachers becoming tired near the end of the day, the teachers gaining confidence in how 
comparison might be implemented and therefore not finding it necessary to enact all components 
of the lesson, or both. 
 
The Integration of Mathematics, Student Thinking, and Pedagogy 

Our second research questions concerns the ways that teachers' implementation of the model 
teaching activity fostered the integration of mathematics content, student thinking, and pedagogy. 
On the whole, it appeared that the model teaching activity did foster the desired integration. Our 
analysis of the five model lessons indicated that content, pedagogy, and student thinking were 
regularly addressed by teachers and were often intertwined.  

Signs of this integration were seen in teachers' enactment of the lessons and seemed to be 
especially influenced by the fact that all teachers served both as presenters and (in others' 
presentations) as "students." In other words, when in the role of "students," teachers did act like 
students -- not by modeling student misbehavior but rather by illustrating ways that students 
might think about or approach the given problems. Although the "students" often gave correct 
answers, they also asked questions that revealed student misconceptions and difficulties. Initially 
(as the first group taught its lesson) there was some discomfort among presenters when “students” 
asked questions that revealed points of confusion, but teachers seemed to grow comfortable with 
it as the activity continued. The teachers seemed to want to know how their peers would handle 
common points of confusion, such as dividing by zero and understanding the difference between 
no slope and a slope of zero. To illustrate, a "student" asked how one can know the graph of a 
particular equation is going to be a vertical line. The presenting teacher responded by suggesting 
a table of x and y values where x was always 3 could be useful for showing that "every single 
time x is going to be 3, it makes no difference what y is." She then asked the "student" to give her 
"some points for y." Instead, the "student" demonstrated confusion by saying, "But there is no y." 
After pausing, the presenting teacher again encouraged the "student" to provide some values for 
y so that she could show "what is going to happen." Once the table of values was created, the 
presenting teacher plotted the points on a graph to demonstrate that the points formed a vertical 
line. 

In addition to asking questions, participants playing the role of the student also made 
comments that revealed what students struggled with, such as being able to manipulate multiple 
negative numbers in the same problem. The presence of "students" appeared to play a 
particularly critical role in connecting pedagogy, content, and student thinking. Note that 
teachers were not given explicit instructions on how they should behave when in the role of 
"students"; rather, the group seemed to spontaneously recognize the value (to teachers' learning) 
of having "students" model the thinking and misconceptions of actual students.  

Another second way that implementation of the model teaching activity showed integration 
of content, pedagogy, and student thinking was in teachers' spontaneous parenthetical comments 
while teaching. Recall that the model teaching activity began with the presentation of a 
demonstration lesson by one of the leaders of the professional development; in this presentation, 
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the leader did not step out of character or offer any parenthetical comments. Yet presenting 
teachers frequently offered parenthetical asides to their peers, as a way to explain teachers' 
thinking and underlying rationale for pedagogical decisions. For example, after introducing the 
elimination method for solving a system of equations, one presenter asked the "students" to 
describe which of two equations had been modified and how, but she did not have them actually 
solve the system. Before moving to the next problem she commented on this decision and how 
she would use this approach to help focus her own students on the process instead of the answers. 
She said, "And I would actually, in the lesson - sorry, this is just an aside - at this point, I 
wouldn't finish that one. Because my whole point, with the next couple of these, is just getting 
the kids to think about what am I changing and why am I changing it." 
 

Discussion 
Our interest in the present study was in exploring one type of practice-based professional 

development task - where teachers write a lesson plan, teach the lesson to a "class" of fellow 
teachers, and discuss the demonstration lesson as a group. Despite the prevalence of practice-
based professional development tasks in mathematics teacher professional development, 
empirical evidence is largely lacking about the effectiveness of these tasks (Silver, 2009). The 
model-teaching task is particularly under-explored, despite the apparent potential of this task to 
help teachers make connections between mathematical ideas, students' ways of thinking about 
those ideas, and related pedagogy. 

Our results indicated that the model teaching task was powerful and useful in the context of 
our week-long professional development on comparison. First, this task provided us with a 
useful means of assessing teachers' learning from the professional development. Recall that the 
task was used at the end of the professional development, as a culminating activity. Our analysis 
of the model teaching lessons showed that teachers appeared to understanding the importance of 
comparison as well as how to implement our comparison-based lessons using our three-phase 
discussion model. Additionally, their lesson sequences indicated that they were able to integrate 
the WEPs into a typical classroom routine, making it more likely they will do so within their own 
classrooms.  

Second, the model teaching task showcased the variety of ways that teachers could 
implement our materials. This activity gave teachers an experience for thinking about what 
examples would fit their lesson goals and then planning step-by-step the lesson sequence 
followed by the practice presentation. In addition to providing teachers with a comprehensive 
lesson planning and implementation stages, the teaching activity offered a unique opportunity to 
learn from each other’s implementation approaches. As one participant noted, "It was good for 
me to get up and do it myself, and it was beneficial to me to see how other people do it. It was 
also beneficial to work in the team that I did, not simply to do it by myself." In sum, participants 
were able to demonstrate and share their own customization of our curriculum, which also 
provided evidence that personalization of the curriculum was not necessarily at odds with 
implementing our approach with fidelity. 

Finally, the model teaching activity seemed to foster the integration of several aspects of 
teacher knowledge. In particular, having teachers act as "students" served as a powerful way to 
highlight issues of student thinking, to identify student misconceptions, and to consider 
pedagogical strategies for addressing particular student difficulties. In fact, teachers seemed to 
spontaneously focus on what students might be thinking about the mathematics, as evidenced by 
their questions and comments. Prior research suggests that getting teachers to focus on student 
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thinking can be challenging (Perry & Lewis, 2009). Research by Lin (2002) and van Es and 
Sherin (2010) indicates that videos and narrative cases can be effective in helping to shift 
teachers' focus from teacher behaviors to student thinking, but it generally takes time for this 
shift to occur. It may be that, by observing the lesson as a "student," a greater and more 
immediate focus is placed on student thinking. As one teacher noted, "I think it is good that we 
are doing this because it is really making me think more about what it looks like to the kids."  

Prior research on practice-based professional development has emphasized the importance of 
using artifacts from teachers' own classrooms in order to help teachers reflect on practice and 
learn new pedagogies or mathematics (Lin, 2002; van Es & Sherin, 2010). However, such 
artifacts (e.g., videos) may not be available in the initial stages of a professional development 
program. The current study describes a professional development activity that allows teachers to 
simulate what they do on a daily basis, in order to help them learn to incorporate new ideas into 
their practice. The unique features of this task seem to forefront student thinking, an important 
aspect of teacher knowledge, as teachers learn the new ideas. Such an activity holds promise for 
helping newly acquired knowledge be accessible and usable in the classroom.  
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Up to half of teachers leave the profession by the end of their fifth year and teachers of 
mathematics are found to have one of the highest departure rates when compared to teachers in 
other disciplines. This paper studies four mathematics teachers from diverse backgrounds and 
teaching situations and reports their attitudes and beliefs on teacher stress, mathematics teacher 
retention, and their feelings about the needs of mathematics teachers, as well as other 
information crucial to resolving the mathematics teacher retention problem in the United States.  
 

Introduction  
It has been reported that the retention rate of teachers is a continual problem. This is more 

prevalent in the areas of mathematics and science and in urban settings (Ferrini-Mundy & Floden, 
2007; Rotherham & Mead, 2003). The most recent Teacher Follow-up Survey indicates that 
Special Education teachers are the most likely to leave the profession with secondary level 
teachers of core subjects such as mathematics, English, and social sciences as the next highest 
number of departures (Cox, et al., 2007). Ingersoll (2003) reported on the prior version of the 
Teacher Follow-up Survey in which secondary mathematics teachers held the highest percentage 
of departures.  

Studies have been conducted that attempt to find the reasons that teachers are leaving the 
profession. The results of these studies are mixed and, at times, contradictory. For example, 
Ferrini-Mundy and Floden (2007) and Cwikla (2004) suggest there is not enough preparation in 
mathematics content for college students who want to teach mathematics after graduation. 
However, Paul (2005) reports that the current undergraduate mathematics courses required for a 
degree in mathematics can be a “filter” that eliminates potential mathematics teachers. This is a 
commonly discussed issue in teacher preparation, and it is also noted that currently a third of 
students in grades 7-12 do not have a teacher with a major or minor in mathematics (Reys & 
Reys, 2004). 

Stressful situations occur in all areas of teaching. The Teacher Follow-up Survey revealed 32% 
of teachers who changed schools stated “poor working conditions” as a reason for their move. 
Additionally, over 37% of teachers who left the profession stated they were going to “pursue a 
job outside of teaching” (Cox, et al., 2007). A teacher’s stress can be elevated by poor student 
behavior (Geving, 2007), lack of administrative support (Lambert, O’Donnell, Kusherman, & 
McCarthy, 2006; Blase, Blase, & Du, 2008), and the plethora of additional tasks required of 
teachers such as extra duties like hall monitoring, bus duty, and bathroom patrols (Brown, 2005). 

Studies conducted on teacher stress and retention rarely focus on one specific content area. 
Stress is generally studied with large groups of teachers from varying subject areas and grade 
levels. This paper aims to focus primarily on mathematics teachers by studying four secondary 
mathematics teachers from diverse backgrounds about the stress placed on teachers of 
mathematics and how it effects their satisfaction with the teaching profession. This paper aims to 
answer the following questions: 
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1.From the viewpoint of the teachers, what are school administrators doing to help reduce 
stressors and increase retention? 

2.What efforts are being made to retain mathematics teachers? 
3.Do mathematics teachers believe they have the same needs as teachers in other disciplines? 

 
Methodology 

The teachers participating in this study were randomly chosen from a group of teachers used 
for a larger study on teacher stress and burnout. The teachers in the original study (n=385) were 
stratified into four groups based on their stress level and preventive coping skills and one 
mathematics teacher was randomly selected from each group. The groups were defined as low 
stress with low coping, low stress with high coping, high stress with low coping, and high stress 
with high coping. 

Each teacher was interviewed using a semi-structured interview protocol. In order to 
determine the major commonalities and differences between the four participants, a thematic 
analysis will be used to analyze the data (Coffey & Atkinson, 1996). Outlying themes were 
determined through theory and the interview protocol was designed based on these themes. The 
themes chosen for the interview protocol were the following: Stress and Coping, Retention, 
Mathematics, and other miscellaneous questions. Topics addressed throughout the interviews 
also included their perceived needs of mathematics teachers, mathematics teachers’ college 
preparatory courses and how it affected their preparation for teaching mathematics, professional 
development, collaboration with other teachers at their schools, high-stakes testing, salary, and 
the “perks” and “downfalls” of the profession. The participants’ responses were entered into a 
meta data analysis table created in a spreadsheet to compare and contrast the results from each 
theme. 
 
Group 1 (Low Stress, Low Coping) Representative: Candace 

Candace was chosen as the participant from Group 1. She is a public school teacher that has 
been teaching for thirty years at the same school in a state in the southeast United States. Her 
school uses a traditional schedule. Candace holds a Master’s degree and stated she is very 
satisfied with the teaching profession. 
 
Group 2 (Low Stress, High Coping) Representative: Maggie 

Maggie has only been teaching for four years and has taught at only one school. She teaches 
at a fine arts magnet school in a different state in the southeast United States. She holds a 
master’s degree in Mathematics Education. At the time of the interview she was working 
towards an educational specialist degree and was contemplating entrance into a doctorate 
program in the future. Maggie’s school also uses a traditional schedule. She stated she is only 
somewhat satisfied with the teaching profession. 
 
Group 3 (High Stress, Low Coping) Representative: Becky 

Becky has been a teacher for nineteen years and has taught at five different schools. At the 
time of the interview she taught at a public school in a state in the south-central United States. 
Her school operates on a 4x4 block schedule. In addition to teaching Becky had worked in other 
professions for seven years. She holds a bachelor’s degree in Mathematics. Becky also stated to 
be only somewhat satisfied with the teaching profession. 
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Group 4 (High Stress, High Coping) Representative: Janel 
Janel works at a private school in the northeast that uses a hybrid block schedule. She has 

been a teacher for only three years, but has taught at two different schools. The first school at 
which she taught was in the same state as Becky, but changes in her life required her to move 
out-of-state. She worked at another profession for one year between her two teaching 
assignments. Janel holds a bachelor’s degree in Statistics and Mathematics Education. She 
indicated she is very satisfied with the teaching profession. 

 
Stress and Coping 

Different Schools, Different Stress 
 With the exception of Candace, who has taught at the same school for thirty-one years, the 

teachers all felt that the stress levels were different at each school where they have taught. 
Maggie has been teaching for only five years, all at the same school, but she could still 
remember vividly her student teaching experience and how the stress level at that school was not 
as high as the stress levels at her current school. At the time of the interview, she was teaching 
for a top-ranked magnet school in her state. While she stated that the pressure for teachers to 
produce top ranked results was significant, she also stated that it is acceptable as a tradeoff since 
they taught “great students.” 

Becky spent some time teaching at two middle schools before she settled into teaching high 
school. She described her time while teaching middle school as “doing time” because it was her 
first four years of teaching and she felt she was being suppressed because she did not have 
enough experience to find a job she was truly qualified for. 

 
Middle school to me was just a far more stressful period. That is not my first love, that’s 
not what my training was for, but it was where I could find a job. You know I always joke 
about that, I refer to those first four years of teaching as ‘doing time.’ 

 
Janel had more difficulty discussing the difference between the stress levels at the two 

schools where she had taught. She taught at the first school for only one year before getting 
married and moving out-of-state thus having to change jobs. She agreed that she was much more 
stressed during her first year of teaching, but she felt that her judgment might have been clouded 
by the fact that it was her first year of teaching and not necessarily the school where she taught. 
She feels the small age difference between her and her students played a role in her stress level 
that year, as well as the fact that she had to study the material she was teaching every night in 
order to stay current with her lesson plans. 
 
Stress Relief: Other Teachers, Family, and a Nap 

 The teachers were asked what methods they use to relieve stress. The overwhelming 
response centered on the support of other teachers and that of their family. Becky, Janel, and 
Maggie all agreed that being around other teachers with whom they could decompress was the 
best form of stress relief for each of them.  

Janel stated that a stressed teacher is detrimental to their students. So, she felt it was most 
important to take care of herself and calm herself down so she can be more supportive of her 
students. When asked about the most stressful days at work, both she and Maggie stated they 
went home and took naps to help them feel refreshed. 
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Becky was perhaps the most candid of all of the teachers about her methods of relieving 
stress. She passionately described how her husband, grandson, her dog, as well as her religion 
get her through difficult days. 

 
I go home and I have a wonderful husband who will let me rant and rag, let me blow it 
out, and I know this will probably sound crazy to a lot of people, but there is nothing 
more relaxing than curling up with my dog…and just petting her and talking to her and 
stroking her. She’s always happy to see me, animals are wonderful you know, and I go to 
see my grandson a lot, if I’ve had a really, really bad day I go to see my grandson on the 
way home and sit…and if he’s sleeping I can just sit and look at him sleep and all is right 
with the world you know? And…I am very active in church, I prayed a lot this year and 
that’s no lie, I have probably prayed more this year. 

 
Test Scores and Administration 

 All teachers interviewed were asked, “Do you feel the pressure of high stakes testing causes 
teachers to leave the profession?” None of the teachers hesitated before they said “Yes.” During 
the conversations with these four teachers, the concern over test scores was a constant reference 
in their stories and feedback. Their responses ranged from a “laissez faire” attitude to one of 
being extremely nervous. The underlying concern, however, was the same: Administrators put 
tremendous pressure on teachers to produce high test scores.  

Candace articulated the idea simply by stating that the pressure on testing forced teachers to 
teach how to take the test and, because of this, teachers lose autonomy in the classroom. Becky 
also expressed the idea that standardized testing costs a tremendous amount of money for school 
systems and too much time and money is “wasted on testing.” Janel teaches in a private school 
where state standardized tests are not required. She has friends in the profession in public schools, 
however, and they have been told that their job status depended on their students’ test scores. 
Maggie, the teacher in the top ranked school, almost yielded to her administrator’s pressure for 
test scores. She spoke about how she almost quit teaching the previous year because of the 
tremendous pressure.  

 
That’s one reason I thought about leaving. I don’t know why, but last year it really got to 
me. It was almost too much to handle, but again I think that might be a personality issue 
too…is that I take it too personal, that I have to just…I really have to know that if I try 
my best, I can’t control whether someone sleeps through the test. 

 
While administrators can place enormous pressure on teachers to produce high test scores, 

there are other things that they can do to help alleviate stress on teachers. Teachers expressed the 
importance of discipline support from administrators. This support allowed teachers to teach 
without disruptions from those who did not wish to learn. Candace stated that in addition her 
administrator attempted to reduce the amount of paperwork and extra duties in which they must 
participate. Similarly, Becky appreciated that her administrators did not require them to attend 
every after-school event and meeting. This allowed her more time for doing her job completely. 

Janel seemed to have one of the simplest suggestions for helping teachers alleviate stress 
from administrators: “I think they have to remember what it was like when they taught.” She 
says that most administrators were previously teachers and many of them may have forgotten 
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how demanding the profession can be. Maggie also added that simple encouragement also can 
increase the confidence level of teachers. 

 
I think they could do a better job of encouraging. I think sometimes they get caught up 
with their people…breathing down their throat about how numbers have to be. Then 
they’re breathing down our throat about how numbers have to be and they forget to say 
‘hey, we think you’re doing a really great job.’ 

 
Mathematics Teacher Retention 

Needs of Mathematics Teachers 
 The teachers interviewed did not seem to feel that mathematics teachers had more needs 

than other teachers, but they have different needs. The most prevalent need mentioned by these 
teachers for mathematics teachers was the need for specialized professional development. Becky 
and Maggie both noted that mathematics courses undergo more curriculum changes than courses 
in other disciplines. Therefore, they stated, there is a greater need for professional development 
when these changes occur. Maggie also stated that mathematics teachers have to participate in 
after-school tutoring and remediation sessions more often than teachers in other disciplines. 
Teachers of other disciplines often used this extra time for their lesson planning and grading. 
 
Mathematics Teacher Shortage 

 Only one teacher interviewed felt the need to increase the salary for teachers of mathematics. 
Others felt a differentiated salary increase was not fair to teachers in other disciplines who may 
work just as hard as a mathematics teacher. Janel proposed a novel concept for retaining 
mathematics teachers. She suggested letting mathematics teachers specialize in a specific area of 
mathematics. Many teachers of history and science specialize in one aspect of that discipline and 
she felt that mathematics teachers could benefit from the same process. She stated that if 
mathematics teachers teach only in one area such as Algebra, Geometry, Calculus, or Technical 
Math, then they would not feel they are “spread too thin” among their courses. This could result 
in a stronger ownership of courses and more successful teachers.  

Candace discussed the need for more respect in the teaching profession by stating the 
following: “If your doctor says something, you would never think to refute them, but if a teacher 
does, a lot of time parents don’t even think twice about saying ‘I don’t think that’s right.’” This 
lack of respect from parents was a common issue among all of the interviewees. All teachers 
interviewed agreed that communication with parents is not a desirable part of the job. Becky and 
Janel both recounted instances within the last year where parents were excessively rude with 
them to the point at which they could not continue the conversation. In Becky’s case, the parent 
wanted a conference with her, but she refused the conference unless an administrator was present. 
Maggie believed her personality causes her to dread this portion of her job as she did not like 
confrontation and admitted that communicating with parents usually involved some sort of 
confrontation. She dismissed this issue; however, and stated that “no job is perfect.” 
 
College Preparation 

 The participants in the study were asked about their college preparatory classes for 
becoming teachers. They were asked if they felt the mathematics courses they were required to 
take as undergraduate students were too difficult for potential teachers. They all agreed those 
courses were very difficult for them at the time, but none seemed to think they were not 
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necessary. Candace and Maggie both stated that they felt the courses were relevant to them later 
in their careers because they helped build logical connections between mathematical topics and 
the courses prepared them to be better problem solvers. Maggie joked that she felt they “made us 
take those advanced mathematics courses in college in order to feel what it’s like to not 
understand something so we can sympathize with our students.” 

Janel was the only participant who inferred that she did not think that her higher level 
mathematics courses were necessary. She never specifically stated she felt they were not needed. 
Instead, she expressed her disappointment in the lack of pedagogical courses that trained her how 
to teach mathematical concepts. She felt an exchange would have been optimal where they 
reduced the number of mathematics content courses and replaced them with mathematics 
pedagogical courses. 

 
I feel like the downside to the math education programs in colleges, as much as I think 
they do a great job on the education side, we take all these advanced math classes and 
then we go teach like algebra one and no one’s told us how to teach factoring. We did all 
these advanced things and then we go back and teach the most basic, and so I think that 
sometimes it is hard to remember how to go back and teach the way we can do it. 

 
Why They Stay 

When asked what they feel are the “perks” of the teaching profession, a number of tangible 
results were discussed ranging from health and retirement benefits to the fact that teaching is 
“family-friendly” (except during emergencies such as sickness), they all expressed their love for 
teaching and the students. Becky stated that she could go home frustrated, aggravated, and ready 
to quit and her husband would ask “Tell me again why you teach?” She would respond: 

I love the kids, they’re not students to me, they’re my children and ever since I’ve gotten 
back into high school they are my children…I go back the next day because I don’t 
believe that anybody else will take as good of care of my children as I will. 

She also stated when asked about the perks that “I get to spend my day with kids everyday 
and I love it.” She went on further to say: 

 
I don’t know, I think the perks of teaching is that if you love kids it’s a way to spend time 
with kids and hopefully feel that you can make some kind of difference in their lives…I 
mean we spend a lot more time with them than their parents do at this high school age, a 
lot of them, not every one of them, but a lot of them, so it’s the opportunity to give them a 
positive influence. 

 
Candace described the feelings she had when her students come back to the school to visit 

after they have graduated.  
 

When they come back and talk to you, that’s when you actually know that effect, that you 
have touched somebody’s life, and then that gets passed on to the next generation, so 
even if I, if I do die, I know that a little part of me is all these people. That’s how I think 
about it. 

 
Janel saw as a reward when students made good grades in her class. This reward, to her, 

outweighed the less desirable parts of the profession. 
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I just feel like the reward is greater…when that kid gets an A on the test or I just love 
being around the kids so…I can deal with all the rest of it because I feel like there’s a 
reward there you know. I feel satisfied at the end of the school year…when I see the kids 
graduate…I feel like I accomplished something. 

 
When asked why she remains in the teaching profession, Maggie jokingly responds “because 

I signed a contract.” She then describes the reason as: 
 
When it comes down to it, it’s not about the test scores and when I really think about it, 
it’s more about the students and I still enjoy interactions with students and making those 
interactions every day. When it comes down to it, that’s what I always get down to, that’s 
why I stay, because that’s why I got into teaching. It’s not because I have this great love 
for math, like I am still trying to decide if I even like math. It’s just that I got into 
teaching for the students and so that’s why I continue to stay. 

 
Discussion 

Kate Walsh, President of the National Council on Teacher Quality (NCTQ, 2008), states that 
the time period of the third through the fifth year of a teacher’s career is “an opportunity lost for 
the health of the teaching profession” because of the high rates of teacher attrition within that 
valuable time of a teacher’s career. Becky specifically stated that she seriously considered 
leaving the profession after her fifth year of teaching. 

 
I had all of the bottom barrel weakest classes, had no bright spot in my day. That was the 
year I had three students that went to prison, you know, and it was just emotionally, it 
just tore me apart and I was frustrated, I felt like I was working myself to death and they 
weren’t getting any better, like I was working really hard but the kids weren’t working 
very hard…and no matter what I tried, I would try games, I would try you know different 
approaches…oh it was crazy and it was…just in a very difficult situation where I just 
thought, I do not know if I want to do this the rest of my life. 

 
Maggie also discussed thoughts of leaving the profession. She seriously considered leaving at 

the end of her fourth year due to pressure from her administrators to produce high test scores. 
Studies, such as the “Teacher Follow-up Survey,” also use the fifth year as a significant cut-off 
for years of experience (Cox, et al., 2007). The significance of using the fifth year as turning 
point is an interesting concept that could warrant future research. 

Although the teachers in the study admitted that their administration has a tendency to 
increase their stress levels with added pressure on test scores, the teachers interviewed in this 
study were able to supply some specific items their administrators were currently doing to help 
alleviate their stress. Support with disciplining students, not requiring teachers to attend every 
afterschool meeting and event, and cutting down on paperwork and extra duties were all 
mentioned that help teachers do their job with ease. Previous studies have found student 
discipline problems and time management are problems for teachers and this support seems to 
parallel those findings. The lack of more significant responses could reveal that the efforts to 
retain teachers are not advertised enough to truly be effective, but it could also mean that there 
are no specific strategies in their school systems for retaining teachers and reducing stress. 
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Further investigations that pose the same question to administrators would be an interesting 
angle on this problem of teacher retention. 

When questioned about how their schools retain mathematic teachers, none of the teachers 
could give specific, current, and relevant answers. Becky mentioned that a neighboring school 
system was offering signing bonuses for teachers of mathematics. More drastically, Maggie 
noted that her state was contemplating a rule that new teachers hired in “high needs areas”, such 
as mathematics, would be hired and begin their pay scale at the salary as those teachers with five 
years of experience in order to entice more teachers in those areas. Maggie did not condone this 
idea as she felt that was unfair to teachers in other disciplines who work just as hard as 
mathematics teachers. Once again, a study where this question was posed to school 
administrators may result in drastically different responses. Perhaps the participants’ lack of 
specific responses about their current school system’s tactics show that they are not enticed to 
stay in the profession by extravagant resources and outpouring of financial sources. They are 
more attracted to feeling “worthwhile” (Becky), having “great students” (Maggie), the reduction 
of menial tasks (Candace), and fewer meetings (Janel). 

None of the teachers felt mathematics teachers were more privileged than teachers in other 
disciplines, but they did feel that some of the needs were different. The most common response 
was the need for specialized professional development. Becky and Maggie both stated that 
mathematics curriculum undergoes more changes in the standards more often than other 
disciplines. They were in agreement that mathematics teachers need to be better trained when 
these changes occur. On the contrary, Becky felt that all disciplines have varying needs, 
indicating that mathematics teachers were not more in need of items than teachers in other 
disciplines. Candace, being a science and mathematics teacher, felt that science teachers had 
more needs that teachers in other disciplines due to the “rather subjective” nature of the material 
and the time required to prepare for lessons. Surprisingly, none of the teachers mentioned 
specific tangible items that could be purchased with additional funding. An occasional mention 
of technology did occur, but only when the teachers were at a loss for a more descriptive answer. 
None of them seemed overly passionate that they were at a loss of technological resources that 
they needed in order to do their job effectively. 

Teaching is a stressful career and few will refute the significance of the amount of stress 
involved in the career. Numerous studies exist researching stress and burnout. When 
Freudenberger (1974) initially began his research on burnout, he started by researching burnout 
on all professions, not specifically education. This led up to discussions on the teaching 
profession. When discussing who is prone to burnout, Freudenberger claims those most at risk 
are “the dedicated and the committed” who are “seeking to respond to the recognized needs of 
people.” When even more pressure is added from administrators, stress levels increase and 
burnout worsens resulting in more weary teachers who’d rather find other professions than teach 
children. 
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This report presents my reflections on teaching particular spreadsheet-based functions to 
teachers ‘outside the classroom’. The reflections are framed in terms of interactions between two 
different practices, my own as a mathematics teacher educator and that of a teacher’s practical 
rationality. The framework will enable us to pursue our thinking further in regards to the 
potential that spreadsheets offer as an instrument for optimising teacher understanding of 
functions and ways of engaging teachers’ practical rationality. Findings have implications such 
as the need for aligning spreadsheet-based discourse, which is associated with functions, with 
official mathematics discourse in the classroom. 

 
Introduction 

Part of my practice entails teaching functions, by using spreadsheets, to teachers ‘outside the 
classroom’. By ‘outside the classroom’ I refer to, and mean, the teaching and learning of 
mathematics that does not take place within the confines of a school classroom. In contrast, 
‘inside the classroom’ refers to the teaching and learning of mathematics in the school classroom. 
Various studies point out the centrality of functions in school mathematics and teacher education 
(Even, 1990; Nyikahadzoyi, 2006). When teachers observe the interrelationship between 
quadratic and linear functions, as shown by means of spreadsheets, their responses to such 
observations reveal the conflict which tends to accompany the use of spreadsheets in the 
classroom. The integration of electronic spreadsheets (Pea, 1985) in classroom teaching, as is the 
case with any other technology, is marginal, according to Hoyles, Noss and Kent (2004). 
Observing teachers’ responses outside the classroom to the use of spreadsheets, in relation to 
algebra teaching and learning with a focus on functions, therefore makes sense. The current 
paper, consequently, considers what we can learn from teachers’ responses, in terms of their 
practical rationality, when they observe my teaching of spreadsheet-based functions outside the 
classroom. 

 
Theoretical framework 

The theoretical framework is driven by the research question, which draws on different, 
though overlapping, bodies of literature, such as those relating to spreadsheets as part of 
information communications technology (ICT), to school algebra reform, to varieties of 
mathematics and to teachers’ practical rationality regarding mathematics teaching. 

The body of literature on the potential for ICT, including the use of spreadsheets in school 
algebra teaching and learning with functions, is growing (Dettori, Garuti & Lemut, 2001; 
Haspekian, 2005; Sutherland & Rojano, 1993; Yerushalmy, 1999). Yerushalmy and Chazan’s 
(2008) review of the prevailing discontinuities in school algebra assesses the role of various ICT 
components, such as spreadsheets, in the study of functions. In their review, they indicate the 
instructional benefits to be gained from the use of spreadsheets, one being the way in which 
multiple representations (whether graphic, tabular or symbolic) are made possible. With an 
appropriate habit of mind (Cuoco & Goldenberg, 1996), spreadsheets (in the form of Excel) can 
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enable the user to adopt a problem posing (Brown & Walter, 1993) approach when it comes to 
the teaching and learning of functions. When such an approach is adopted within a learning 
environment, such as a school, the teaching of algebra can be rethought in such a way as to defy 
traditional curricular interpretations, including those which pertain to the separation of linear and 
quadratic functions. Pea (1985, p. 170) alludes to such reconceptualisation of traditional 
interpretations as an instance of the reorganisation metaphor, rather than of the amplification 
metaphor. Classically, the amplification metaphor is taken as referring to the adoption of a 
unidimensional focus, which retains the basic structure, meaning that straight lines and parabolas 
are treated as distinct objects. The reorganisation metaphor, in contrast, entails the emphasising 
of curricular continuities, such as exploring functions from an ‘interesting middle’ (Schwartz, 
1995), in such a way as to show the interconnections existing between different functions. 

The demonstrations of spreadsheet-based functions which I, as a teacher educator, have 
presented to groups of teachers are instances of where our mutual teaching practice connects. In 
part, my practice is informed by the mathematics of a mathematics education researcher (MER 
mathematics) and its particular form of discourse (Sfard, 1998) . According to Julie (2002), MER 
mathematics is the variety of mathematics which deals mostly with elementarised versions of 
mathematics, such as with the connections between, and the development of, mathematical ideas 
by means of spreadsheets, as in the current case. Julie further explains that MER mathematics is 
structured in terms of insights gleaned from learning theories, pedagogy, and the history and 
philosophy of mathematics. School mathematics teaching, to which he alludes as ‘school-
teaching mathematics’, is what teachers do, being their practice. Watson (2008) expounds on 
such a variety of mathematics, which she calls ‘school mathematics’, arguing that it is a special 
kind of mathematics, which is subject to institutional constraints. An example of school 
mathematics is the official mathematical discourse of the classroom, which is the preferred term 
used in the current study to refer to such teaching. Unifying concepts such as a focus on the 
conceptual connections within and between functions may not be desirable, she notes, in school 
mathematics teaching. During my demonstrations, I use a form of MER mathematics discourse 
which is peculiar to spreadsheet use, about which I provide more detail later in the paper. As 
such discourse does not form part of the official mathematics discourse of the classroom (Hoyles 
et al., 2004), a discrepancy between the two varieties of mathematics and the practice of each is 
inevitable. 

The French school on the instrumentation of spreadsheets in mathematics teaching 
(Haspekian, 2005) informs my teaching of MER mathematics. For instance, while working with 
spreadsheets, I use the Excel spreadsheet program and its capability, together with my 
knowledge of computer hardware and mathematics, to instrumentalise my classes. In this way, I 
can explore particular mathematical operations by means of such instrumented actions as ‘fill 
downs’. Figure 1 provides an example of such action, in which cell B5 contains =A5*A5 for the 
function f(x) = x2. 

The spreadsheet shown in Figure 1 is a numerical representation of a given phenomenon 
(Friedlander & Tabach, 2008), which, in the current case, is a parabola, f(x) = x2, according to 
school mathematics and the teaching thereof. An acute awareness of the intimate connection 
between the calculation activated by the equals sign in cell B5 and the structure of x2 is required 
for the learning of mathematics (Hoyles & Noss, 2009). The ‘opened up’ nature of cell B5 in 
Figure 1 reveals the connection of its contents to those of A5, indicating that a functional 
relationship exists between the two columns, A and B. The user and viewer of such a spreadsheet 
should, thus, be aware that they need to look through the spreadsheet, as well as at it (Artigue, 
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2002). Teachers generally adopt an approach to their mathematics teaching that is governed by 
practical rationality (Herbst & Chazan, 2003). For example, when they encounter the use of 
spreadsheets in relation to school algebra teaching and learning, such an encounter tends to 
impact on the ways in which they think about their own teaching practice. The teaching of 
mathematics at school level is shaped by various institutional, situational, epistemological, 
temporal and material conditions that prevail in the classroom (Watson, 2008), with such 
conditions serving to shape the use of spreadsheets in the reform of algebra teaching. Such 
reform will, inevitably, only take place over time. In order to impact on the approach taken by 
teachers of mathematics, according to Bourdieu (1998), they need to become sensitised to the use 
of spreadsheets outside the classroom in order that they might learn how most effectively to use 
them in the classroom. 

 

 
Figure 1. An example of instrumented action for the  spreadsheet-based function f(x) = x2 

 
Outside the classroom 

 
MER mathematics: 

Spreadsheet-based linear & 
quadratic functions through 

instrumented activity: 
Numerical (multiple) 

representations 
Technological mediation 
Reorganisation metaphor 

 
Teachers’ practical rationality 

 
Framing/reframing 

(Schön, 1983) 

Inside the classroom 
 

School-teaching mathematics 
(Julie, 2002) / 

School mathematics 
(Watson, 2008) 

e.g. straight lines & 
parabolas 

Figure 2. A diagrammatic representation of the theoretical framework of the current study 
 
Figure 2 is a diagrammatic representation of a theoretical framework which I constructed to 

portray the alignment of the two practices. The primary setting for the current study is outside 
the classroom, comprising the holding of meetings with, and the giving of spreadsheet-based 
demonstrations to, the teachers concerned in the study. The nature of such a setting is revealed in 
the first two columns in the figure. The third column is presented as a broken line, due to the 
current absence of data on spreadsheet-based approaches to classroom-based functions. The 
information which belongs in the third column was inferred from the specific concerns and 
questions raised by, and sourced in the practical rationality of, those teachers who attended my 
spreadsheet-based demonstrations. The middle column indicates the positioning of the space in 
which I appealed to their practical rationality. The epistemological implications of Figure 2 lie in 
the way in which the figure captures ways of knowing and doing which are related to my 
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practice as a mathematics teacher educator, and how such practice is interpreted by those whom I 
teach. In addition, Figure 2 has methodological implications, which will be elaborated later on in 
the course of the paper. 

 
Methods 

The methods of inquiry used in the current report are qualitative, stemming from constructs 
in the theoretical framework. Evidence of spreadsheet-based functions is provided by references 
to words and phrases in the first column in Figure 2. Evidence of teachers’ practical rationality is 
present in data fragments, which were gleaned from teachers’ responses to my teaching of the 
spreadsheet-based functions. In addition, the methodology employed made use of ‘insider’ 
research (Ball, 2000), in that it forms part of my own practice, so that the study is earmarked by 
both proximity and distance (Adler, Ball, Krainer, Lin F-L & Novotna, 2005). As findings must 
be treated with scepticism (in keeping with academic distancing) and subjected to a critical 
perspective, one way in which to conduct analysis is to reframe (Schön, 1983) data fragments by 
comparing them with forms of school mathematics, which is contained in the standard school 
mathematics curriculum. Reframing in such a sense is a type of comparison (Corbin & Strauss, 
2008) between what happens outside the classroom with what happens inside it. For such a 
reason, I placed the notion of framing and reframing in the central column in Figure 2. In 
addition, I am aware that those findings which resemble MER mathematics should not be 
dismissed as solipsistic (Ball, 2000), due to their value in terms of illuminating the continual 
interplay between the varieties of mathematics resulting from instrumented activity conducted by 
means of spreadsheets. 

 
Data sources, evidence, objects and materials 

The data for the current report originates in a larger research project which was conducted 
into the role of spreadsheets in school mathematics reform relating to teacher education. In 
relation to the pre-service teacher education programme of a large university in the Western 
Cape, South Africa, we (Gierdien & Olivier, 2009) explored the possible use of spreadsheets 
with prospective teachers who were to be certified to teach mathematics up to Grade 10 in public 
schools in South Africa. Recently, both Olivier and I have started to work with practising 
teachers, who used to be marginalised under the apartheid regime, which officially ended in 1994. 
The involvement of officials (curriculum advisors) of the provincial Education Department and 
of the professional teachers’ association in such work has made contact sessions with the 
teachers concerned more regular than they used to be. 

The data fragments that will be presented for analysis in terms of the current study come from 
the related formal and informal meetings which were conducted with the teachers, as well as 
from a 50-minute presentation, titled Drawing families of functions using spreadsheets, which 
was attended by practising secondary school mathematics teachers and Education Department 
officials. In the demonstration, I used a data projector and spreadsheet software to construct the 
functions outlined in Figures 3 and 4 (see below). After observing my demonstration those 
teachers participating in the study commented on it, and also raised concerns and questions about 
the demonstration. It should be noted that the teachers did not have access to laptops or 
computerised aid during or after the demonstration. The venue was a normal classroom which 
could seat up to 40 students. The demonstration was undertaken mainly from a problem posing 
perspective, in terms of which questions were raised regarding what happens when we 
systematically vary linear functions and multiply them. Such pedagogical moves are in line with 
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the notion of an ‘interesting middle’, which calls for a reorganisation, and not an amplification, 
perspective on linear and quadratic functions. Such moves should be viewed as examples (and 
evidence) of the practice of MER mathematics, with the goal of pointing out the connections 
between functions, for example, in terms of the approach which is taken by teachers in respect of 
practical rationality. 

A more detailed description of the demonstration will reveal the instrumented actions 
involved. At the beginning of the demonstration, I drew the equivalent of a pencil and paper list 
of different linear functions on the board, after which I composed quadratic functions, based on 
the linear ones, as are shown in Figure 3 below. 

 
Linear function Quadratic function 

F1(x) = x F1xF1 = x2 
F2(x) = x – 1 F1xF2=   x(x – 1) 
F3(x) = x – 2 F1xF3= x(x – 2) 

Figure 3. A pencil-paper equivalent composition of linear and quadratic functions 
 

 
Figure 4.  A spreadsheet-based multiple representation of linear and quadratic functions 

 
I then proceeded to use the spreadsheets to construct the functions (see Figure 4) in multiple 

ways, with an emphasis on showing how to compose quadratic functions based on linear ones. In 
terms of a pencil and paper exercise, I considered the general case of the parabola f(x) = ax2 + bx 
+ c, where a = 1; and c = 0. My intention was to explore the parameter b, and to ask what 
happens if b = 0, -1, or -2. Such choices had been made prior to the demonstration, due to the 
time limits on such an exercise, as well as the epistemological benefits to be gained from starting 
in an ‘interesting middle’. Such a move amounted to a reorganisation of the traditional way of 
progressing from straight lines to parabolas which keeps the two conceptually separated from 
each other. The attention of the teachers concerned was then focused on the parameter ‘b’ in f(x) 
= x2 + bx. Such decisions were in line with the habit of asking ‘what if?’, and with making an 
appeal to the practical rationality of the teachers concerned, in the hope that they might notice 
the conceptual connections within and between functions and how a particular use of 
spreadsheets enables such functions to occur in a different sequence, and at a different rate, 
compared to more traditional ways of using such functions. In the demonstration, I relied on the 
instructional affordances allowed by the spreadsheets, including the tabular, graphic and 
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symbolic representations. Additional data sources for the exercise consisted of my own reflective 
notes and observations. Figure 4 shows the evidence provided in the form of spreadsheets data. 

The above demonstration resulted from my instrumented actions and the degree to which I 
have made an instrument of spreadsheets, in terms of the French school of thought, and a tool for 
presenting and representing the various functions. During my construction of the various 
spreadsheet-based functions, I used a form of discourse which is peculiar to spreadsheet use, 
including use of the term ‘fill down’, and use of such concepts as parameters, cells, recursion, the 
selecting of columns in order to plot the various functions by means of the ‘scatter’ function, and 
multiple representations. I mention the use of such discourse to draw attention to the discrepancy 
between it and school mathematics teaching, or official classroom mathematical, discourse, 
which has to do with straight lines, parabolas, turning points, roots or zeroes, and the y-intercept. 

In the current paper, I shall present an analysis of the following three incidents during the 
demonstration. The incidents serve as evidence of interactions between my practice and the 
practical rationality of teachers, which is associated with school mathematics teaching. The three 
incidents analysed bear witness to a comparison between the two practices. In addition, such 
incidents are significant, as they have implications for mathematics teacher education and the 
(lack of) learning opportunities to which they allude. 

 
1. “What kind of mathematics is this?” was a question raised by a few teachers towards the 

end of the presentation. 
2. A few teachers commented on the ‘mother function’ f(x) = x2 + c and its connections to 

the spreadsheet-based graphic representations in Figure 4. 
3. Some teachers argued that the learners must first know the algebra concerned before they 

use the related spreadsheets. 
 
My analysis is predicated on the notion framing/reframing, in terms of which I draw a 
comparison in order to keep the appropriate degree of academic distance. 
 

Findings 
My demonstration leading to the functions represented in Figure 4 evoked a lively discussion 

among the teachers concerned. One of the results of this discussion was that a few of the teachers 
asked the above-mentioned question.. By means of instrumented actions, I used the spreadsheets 
to reorganise the straight lines and parabolas with which teachers are familiar in novel ways, as 
indicated in Figure 4. The figure reflects an instance of the reorganisation metaphor, according to 
which familiar functions are conceptually connected by means of spreadsheets. The 
demonstration fell in the field of MER mathematics, with its peculiar discourse regarding 
spreadsheet-based linear and quadratic functions. Further evidence of operating within an MER 
mathematics framework lies in the title of the demonstration: families of functions. Such a title 
differs from that which would be assigned to such a demonstration in terms of a school 
mathematics perspective, as the denotation of such interrelationships would be highly unusual in 
school mathematics and the practice of school mathematics teaching, both of which tend to be 
highly fragmented. The teachers who participated in the study might have had difficulty in 
understanding the connections between the spreadsheet-based functions, especially as they had 
not only been required to look at the functions but also through them. The teachers were required 
to follow the peculiar discourse associated with the instrumented actions which I constructed for 
the various functions shown in Figure 4. The cells and tables used in the spreadsheet in Figure 4 
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lie on the arithmetic side, making it difficult for those who are new to the field to recognise the 
different algebraic functions when looking at the cells and tables for the first time. 

In Figure 4, columns A through F can be seen to contain the numerical (integer-valued) 
representations of known objects, with straight lines and parabolas being reflected in the first 
column. In the given instance I relied on the instructional affordances, namely on the integer-
valued linear and quadratic sequences in the tables and cells, in order to construct the 
spreadsheet-based functions. I inserted the headings ‘x’, ‘x(x – 1)’, and ‘x(x – 2)’ in Figure 4 in 
order to allow the teachers viewing the demonstration to relate the content to their conventional 
school mathematics teaching. My appeal to the teachers’ practical rationality in the given 
instance was mediated by the computerisation of the school mathematics, using straight lines and 
parabolas, along with a reorganisation of familiar school mathematics content. Rather than 
giving a fact-oriented presentation of the various functions, my demonstration aimed at stressing 
the connections between the different functions, primarily by means of adopting a ‘what if?’ 
approach to the subject covered. The MER mathematics discourse associated with my 
instrumented actions might have resulted in the teachers asking “What kind of mathematics is 
this?” Such a question is significant, because it is evidence of the uniting of the two practices – 
my own as a mathematics teacher educator, and theirs as mathematics teachers. This type of 
reconceptualisation of the subject, which my demonstration required the mathematics teachers to 
undertake, demanded that they relinquish their traditional approach to the teaching of 
mathematics. Furthermore, I am aware that the content of Figure 4 is not covered in such 
assessment regimes as the Grade 12 final examinations, which is of pivotal importance to both 
teachers and learners alike. 
 
‘Mother function’ f(x) = x2 + c 

The practical rationality of the teachers participating in the study was shown, in relation to 
their reference to the ‘mother function’, as a way of connecting with the type of MER 
mathematics which they witnessed during the demonstration. I intentionally started my 
demonstration with the linear function f(x) = x, with the goal of constructing quadratic functions 
by means of systematically varying the parameter b. Some of the teachers expressed the opinion 
that of f(x) = x2 + c could be considered as the ‘mother function’ and that it could be used to 
build other related quadratic functions, such as f(x) = x2 – 1; f(x) = x2 – 2; and f(x) = x2 –  3. 
Evidently, they argued from within the framework of school mathematics in the given instance, 
because they explicitly referred to such a mother function as falling within the scope of the 
mathematics curriculum. Their use of the mother function framework for understanding the 
linear and quadratic functions which I constructed in terms of those instrumented actions which 
are shown in Figure 4 was apparent. However, the ‘mother function’ with which I started my 
demonstration was f(x) = x, instead of f(x) = x2 + c, because I wished to stress the relations 
between the functions, as well as to begin at an ‘interesting middle’, where such relations 
become visible. In terms of the school mathematics framework, the two functions concerned are 
characterised by curricular discontinuity. A focus on epistemologically different mother 
functions might, therefore, be seen as a fruitful way in which to engage the practical rationality 
of teachers. 
 
Learners must first know the algebra concerned before they can use the related spreadsheets  

My agreement with “[l]earners must first know the algebra concerned” rests on my 
interpretation of such a statement as meaning that learners should have opportunities to see, and 
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to explore, straight lines and parabolas as linear and quadratic integer-valued numerical 
sequences, respectively. However, I hold that they should, simultaneously, be offered 
opportunities of exploiting the affordances of the spreadsheets. In this way, they should learn 
how to represent, in multiple ways, such sequences as spreadsheet-based expressions, which can 
be found in the work of Friedlander and Tabach (2008), among others. 

Lacking evidence of what the teachers concerned meant by ‘algebra’ in the given statement, 
taken from a school mathematics perspective, such algebra probably was not that which is 
explicitly conceptualised as numerical sequences per se. Instead, by ‘algebra’ the teachers might 
simply have meant straight lines and parabolas. Overall, the statement concerned highlights the 
challenge of engaging with teachers’ practical rationality, and especially their pedagogical 
beliefs, about the potential that spreadsheets offer in terms of the learning of algebra. 

My demonstration was, in many ways, focused on the technological mediation of algebraic 
knowledge, namely functions. A necessary epistemological condition for the discovery of 
spreadsheets as a tool or instrument with which to learn algebra outside the classroom is that 
teachers have opportunities for nuancing the meaning of ‘know’ and ‘algebra’. As we saw earlier, 
some teachers attending the demonstration had difficulty in recognising the algebraic 
formulation shown in Figure 4. Whether the learners concerned actually understand the 
conceptual relationships between the different functions illustrated in the figure, which are 
numerical representations of known school mathematics, consisting of straight lines and 
parabolas, was explored for just under an hour with the teachers concerned. In the given case, 
such understanding related to coming to know what would happen if the integer values of ‘x’ and 
‘b’ varied, and how ‘families of functions’ would be represented in multiple ways as a result of 
such variation. In terms of expert knowledge how changes in the values of ‘b’ affect f(x) = x2 + 
bx is ‘explicitly trivial’ (Yerushalmy, 1999). In contrast, however, such a concern is 
understandable when such relations are reframed from a school mathematics teaching 
perspective, in which context the potential for spreadsheets in algebra learning has yet to be 
embraced.  

 
Conclusion 

The findings reported on in the current paper have implications for mathematics teacher 
education. The interaction of my practice of MER mathematics and teachers’ practical rationality, 
with its roots in school mathematics teaching practice, has been demonstrated in this paper. 
Some of the teachers participating in the study had difficulty seeing familiar algebra in 
computerised form, with many conceiving of, and seeing, the connections between spreadsheet-
based functions and the ‘mother function’ with which they are familiar in terms of teaching 
mathematics at school level. Other teachers disagreed with the role played by spreadsheets in the 
learning of algebra. The incomplete theoretical framework presented will, hopefully, help us to 
extend our thinking about how the two practices can benefit teacher, and, in turn, student, 
understanding of spreadsheet-based functions. The use of spreadsheets in teaching indubitably 
affects the teaching of mathematics at school level. The technological mediation which is 
provided by the use of spreadsheets allows for a new understanding of the subject in terms of 
generally recognisable mathematics, such as straight lines and parabolas. The three incidents 
explored in this paper indicate the need for a developmental approach to tool use in respect of 
spreadsheets in cases where spreadsheet-based discourse and the official classroom mathematical 
discourse align with each other. The attendant degree of skills and sophistication needs to be 
developed over time, with spreadsheets becoming an instrument for the learning of algebra. In 
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the research cited earlier in the current paper, there is ample evidence of a place for spreadsheets 
in optimising the understanding of such an algebraic object as functions with numerical origins. 
As the three data-related incidents typify the kind of responses which have been encountered in 
the current researcher’s ongoing meetings with teachers, much, clearly, still needs to be done in 
terms of making pedagogical moves to bridge the two practices concerned. 
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Although professional development can help teachers become familiar with new teaching 
practices, changing their instructional practices is still very difficult once removed from the 
professional development. We present results from a case study of teachers involved in a three- 
year professional development designed to provide teachers with an instructional coach during 
the school year. Results show that teachers are able to change certain instructional practices 
overtime and important interactions among instructional coaches and teachers are highlighted. 
 

Introduction 
Professional development is more effective at changing teachers’ instructional practices 

when teachers engage in the professional development with their colleagues  et al., 2002). What 
happens when teachers are either isolated as the only mathematics teacher at their school, or are 
the only teachers at their school teaching a particular course? The purpose of this paper is to 
report findings from one model of sustainable professional development centered on the use of 
an instructional coach who provided customized support for teachers as an extension of a 
summer program.  
 

Theoretical Perspective 
Implementing reform mathematics curricula represents a challenging transition for many 

teachers (Ziebarth, 2003), especially for those whose perceptions of mathematics education are 
grounded in traditional views of teaching mathematics. Although many view the textbook as the 
most important catalyst for changing what occurs in mathematics classrooms, the adoption of the 
curriculum alone is not likely to transform teachers’ instructional practices (Wilson & Lloyd, 
2000; Arbaugh et al., 2006). Further, research has shown convincingly that teachers are not 
likely to change their practices by attending isolated professional developments, as they need 
ongoing and sustainable support (Ball, 1996; Ball & Cohen, 1999; Guskey, 2002; Loucks-
Horsley, Love, Stiles, Mundry, & Hewson, 2003; Putnam & Borko, 1997; Wilson & Berne, 
1999). The Principles an Standards for School Mathematics (NCTM, 2000) recommend teachers 
to take part in “ongoing, sustained professional development” (p. 369), but research on how to 
provide continuous support for the types of collaborations necessary to facilitate changes in 
teacher practices is limited.  

In our model instructional coaches facilitate interactions among teachers and provide them 
with the customized support they need to make changes to their classroom practices. Ball (1996) 
states, “the most effective professional development model is thought to involve follow-up 
activities, usually in the form of long-term support, coaching in teachers’ classrooms, or ongoing 
interactions with colleagues” (pp. 501-502). Through an analysis of research on different types 
of teacher training, Joyce and Showers (2002) found that training programs which incorporate a 
coaching component are more effective in increasing teachers’ knowledge, skills, and transfer to 
practice than trainings without such a component. Presented in this paper is an analysis of the 
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changes teachers make through their interactions with an instructional coach and activities the 
instructional coach used to support these changes. 

 
Context 

The North Carolina Integrated Mathematics Project 
The North Carolina Integrated Mathematics Project (NCIM) was developed to create and 

support a community of teachers using the Core-Plus Mathematics (CPMP) integrated 
curriculum materials particularly in high needs schools. Its aim was to educate teachers about the 
content and pedagogy of using integrated mathematics by creating a sustainable professional 
development model that could be replicated across the nation. Spread throughout the rural parts 
of the state, the seven partner schools were identified as low-performing (based on North 
Carolina accountability measures). The average student population for the project schools for the 
2008-2009 school year ranged between 110 to 163 students and the ethnic make-up consisted of: 
1% American Indian or Asian, 6% Hispanic, 16% White, and 77% Black. Approximately 72.8% 
of students at each school qualified for free and reduced lunch. The schools joined a 
collaboration called the New Schools Project and each had a focus on STEM (Science, 
Technology, Engineering and Mathematics) education. Twelve teachers were actively involved 
in the project, some who were the only mathematics teacher at their school. One aspect of the 
project was to assist rural schools in establishing statewide collaborations to address the 
challenges of isolation. 

 

 
Figure 1. Four components of the NCIM professional development model 
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Four Components of the Professional Development Model 
The coaching model was situated within a larger project, to prepare teachers to implement 

CPMP, in order to strengthen and invigorate STEM education at these schools. The goal of the 
overall professional development model was to improve and strengthen teachers’ mathematical 
content and pedagogical knowledge (Loucks-Horsley, et al., 2003). The four main elements of 
the professional development model (see Figure 1) included a summer workshop providing in-
depth education on use of curricular materials (one or two weeks), a web-based environment 
supporting information exchange, two face-to-face follow-up conferences, and instructional 
coaches who visited each site monthly. The project had two experienced teachers as instructional 
coaches, who had successfully used CPMP.  This type of customized mentoring has been found 
to be responsive to individual teacher needs (Darling-Hammond, 1997).  

 
Methodology 

Participants 
The participants in this study included the two instructional coaches, Linda and Margaret, 

and twelve NCIM project teachers from six of our partner schools. The project has grown since 
its inception in the spring of 2008 to include new teachers each year and has lost two due to 
teacher turnover. Included in this analysis are four teachers from the spring of 2008, 8 from the 
2008-2009 school year, and 10 from the 2009-2010 school year. Of the twelve teachers involved 
in this study, five are mentored by Margaret and seven by Linda.  
 
Data Collection 

Data were collected from classroom observations of both teachers and of their interactions 
with their instructional coach, semi-structured interviews with both teachers and instructional 
coaches, a teacher content knowledge assessment, and instructional coach reports (see Table 1). 
Instructional coaches completed a report after each of their site visits to document their 
observations and activities with each teacher. The reports provided information on the teachers’ 
use of time and pacing, instructional behaviors, collaborative learning, use of technology, 
formative assessment, and classroom management. Since the inception of the project in 2008, 
there have been approximately 140 reports. However, since some of the instructional coach visits 
occur on teacher workdays or during the summer, the majority of the results presented below are 
from the 89 reports in which our classroom observation protocol was used. 

 
Table 1. Data Collection Matrix 

 Interviews Observation Documents Video Recording 
Coaches Yes Yes Yes  
Teachers Yes Yes Yes Yes 
Students  Yes Yes Yes 

 
Analysis 

Since multiple sources of data were collected, detailing a “bounded system” over time, a case 
study was an appropriate method for this analysis (Creswell, 1998). Teachers were nested in 
different schools and assigned one of two different instructional coaches, thus an embedded 
analysis (Yin, 2008) was used to track changes in teachers’ instructional practices over multiple 
units of analysis. Further, to determine which activities and behaviors seem to promote or detract 
from teacher growth overtime an analysis was also conducted across both instructional coaches. 
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Results 
The Activities of the Instructional Coach 

During the course of the project, the research and implementation team developed a listing of 
activities that mentors could engage in with teachers, helping them improve their instruction.  
The list was first brainstormed by the team and then revised in light of the first year instructional 
coach reports.  The activity list then served as the basis for the reports to produce data on the 
relative frequency of the different activities. The broad categories for reporting are: (1) 
Curriculum and content assistance (2) Lesson planning, enactment and reflections (3) 
Assessment, feedback and grading, and (4) Professional community interactions. 

 
Table 2. Percent of Total Activities of Instructional Coaches by Category 

  Total Linda  Margaret 
I. Curriculum and Content Assistance: 18.57 16.57 20.29 
II. Lesson Planning, Enactment and Reflection 52.08 44.10 58.94 
III. Assessment, Feedback, and Grading 5.71 8.43 3.38 
IV. Professional Community Interactions 23.64 30.90 17.39 
 

Table 3. Percent of Activities Performed by Coaches Within Each Subcategory 
  Total Linda Margaret  
I. Curriculum and Content Assistance:    
Provide additional resources 32.87 47.46 22.62 
Discuss or clarify content 30.07 32.20 28.57 
Suggest methods for new vocabulary and reading investigations 16.08 5.08 23.81 
Offer technical support for technology use 16.08 15.25 16.67 
Communicate sequence with teachers and administrators 4.90 0.00 8.33 
II. Lesson Planning, Enactment and Reflection    
Assist in daily lesson planning and structure 21.45 20.38 22.13 
Offer classroom observation feedback 19.70 26.75 15.16 
Fostering discourse and questioning 17.46 6.37 24.59 
Model teaching 14.21 22.29 9.02 
Develop long-term pacing guides 12.72 14.01 11.89 
Provide strategies for collaborative learning 9.98 7.64 11.48 
Define what a Core-Plus classroom looks like 4.49 2.55 5.74 
III. Assessment, Feedback, and Grading    
Assist in developing appropriate assessments 27.27 13.33 57.14 
Suggest appropriate homework 25.00 30.00 14.29 
Develop strategies for providing feedback to students 25.00 26.67 21.43 
Assist in developing appropriate rubrics for student work 22.73 30.00 7.14 
IV. Professional Community Interactions    
Follow-up via email 47.25 46.36 48.61 
Promote collaboration  23.63 27.27 18.06 
Encourage web site use 19.23 18.18 20.83 
Communicate needs of teacher 9.89 8.18 12.50 
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Once the categories and subcategories (see Table 3) were identified all reports of the content 
specialists were reviewed, and each time a behavior in the list was reported, a single instance was 
marked at the level of sub-categories. At the level of the categories, all tallies were totaled and 
the ratio of the tallies for that category to the total number of tallies for all categories was 
reported as a percentage (see Table 2).  This yielded the results of the relative percent of 
instructional coach reports of distinct activities that fell into each of the four categories; 
percentages were also determined for each of the instructional coaches.  

Then within each category, we report the ratio of the number of tallies per subcategory in 
relation to the total reports for that category as a percentage.  This permits gaugeing the relative 
frequency of each of the subgroups within the category (Table 3).  

Within the lesson planning category, Linda was more likely to model teach during her site 
visits. In an interview, Linda noted her favorite activities to engage in with teachers were model 
teaching and helping small groups, as she enjoyed student interactions. Her enjoyment of model 
teaching is evident from the activity list where she model taught about 22% of the time she was 
engaged in activities from the lesson planning category. Another activity that Linda performed 
more often than Margaret was promoting professional interactions (30.90%), and within this 
category she worked on developing collaboration with other STEM teachers (27.27%). Not only 
had Linda encouraged teachers to become model teachers for beginning teachers at their school, 
but Linda also took teachers that were isolated, as the only mathematics teacher at their schools, 
to observe teachers in other districts who had experience teaching CPMP. 

Almost sixty percent of the activities Margaret engages in with the teachers were within the 
lesson planning, enactment, and reflection category. When Margaret was asked to explain her 
experiences as an instructional coach she replied, “It depends on the classroom I am in. 
Sometimes [I] interrupt group discussions and clarify content or go up to the board and help 
teach. Some teachers really just want me to sit and watch and give them feedback.” 

A big focus Margaret had was customizing the professional development based on the needs 
of each individual teacher, while trying to improve their whole-class discourse strategies (24.59% 
of the lesson planning category). During the 2009-2010 school year she reported progress in four 
out of five teacher’s whole-class discourse. In one of her reports she noted, “I observed the 
teacher asking for more than the correct answers, asking students for reasoning. She allowed the 
students to do more of the explaining than last year.” And yet another she reported, “Students 
were engaged while working in groups and discussing things as a class…I have seen this teacher 
develop this over the last few years with these students.” 
 
Time Spent With the Instructional Coach 

On average instructional coaches spend approximately 120 minutes with each teacher during 
each visit, with a range from 15 to 240 minutes. The average amount time instructional coaches 
spent with each teacher is consistent for each year of participation in the project (see Table 4). 
Further, Linda and Margaret spend about the same amount of time at each site, 116 minutes and 
127 minutes respectively. 

 
Table 4. Time Spent With Coaches Based on Number of Years in the NCIM Project 

Time Instructional Coaches Spend With Teachers 
Year in Project First  Second  Third  Total 
Average Amount 
of Time (minutes) 

118.54 124.00 121.05 119.65 
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There is a wide discrepancy in the range of time instructional coaches spent with each 
teacher. Linda reported both the minimum and maximum times from her observations with 
Maria, who has received an instructional coach for two and a half years. Maria has made major 
changes to her teaching practices, which she attributes to the support of Linda and to her 
attendance at the workshops. One of her greatest accomplishments has been her transition to a 
facilitator in the classroom, and she points out that to get students to rely on one another she 
“goes around the asking them questions and every time they ask me a question, I ask them 
another question.”  At the beginning of the 2009-2010 school year Linda spent 240 minutes 
helping Maria prepare to teach a new course, the third course in the CPMP sequence. A week 
later, two new teachers joined the staff at Maria’s school, both unfamiliar with reform 
mathematics and one with a language barrier. Linda consulted with the principal at the school 
and determined that she should spend more of her time with the two new teachers. While she still 
spends time in Maria’s classroom and communicating with her via email, Linda is confident in 
Maria’s growth that during one site visit she only devoted 15 minutes to observing Maria.  
 
Teacher Change Overtime 

Time management. Time management and pacing had become a tremendous concern for 
teachers and instructional coaches at the end of the 2008-2009 school year. Many teachers did 
not complete the final chapters of their textbooks before state assessments and others skipped 
crucial chapters in the middle of the book because they felt the sections were unimportant. 
During the 2009 Summer Workshop eight hours were reserved for long-term planning and there 
was a mini-afternoon session devoted towards effective time management strategies.  

Using the observation protocol, instructional coaches report if time was used effectively for 
what the class needed. Instructional coaches respond on a 1 (ineffective or inappropriate) to 4 
(effective and appropriate) scale, where the average effective time index for all project teachers 
is 2.87 (see Table 5). Further analysis showed that the longer teachers are involved in the NCIM 
project, the more effective they utilize class time.  

 
Table 5. Average Effective Time Index 

Year in 
Project 

Effective 
Time Index 

1st year 2.64 
2nd year 3.02 
3rd year 3.35 
Total 2.87 

 
Pacing. Instructional coaches also report if a teacher is on pace for the year. Separated by 

instructional coach, Table 6 indicates the percentage of teachers that were adhering to pacing 
guides they developed with their instructional coach. The differences between the pacing of 
teachers involved by instructional coach are surprising. The teachers Margaret coaches have a 
much higher percentage of being on pace for the year than Linda’s teachers. There are two 
explanations for this discrepancy. First, based on a separate analysis of the instructional coach 
reports, Margaret reported in 28 of her 37 reports that she discussed daily lesson planning and in 
29 of her 37 reports she discussed long-term pacing. Whereas Linda only devoted 24 of her 52 
visits to daily lesson planning and 22 to long-term pacing. Second, Margaret made eight visits (to 
four teachers) before the beginning of school for planning sessions with teachers, whereas Linda 
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made only three visits (to three teachers) before school was in session. During these visits 
Margaret helped teachers develop pacing guides for the entire year. The upfront time Margaret 
committed to long-term pacing resulted in having the higher percentage of teachers on pace. 

 
Table 6. Average Effective Time Index 
  Margaret Linda 
Not on Pace 20 85.71 
On Pace 80 14.29 

 
Content Knowledge. A content knowledge assessment is given at the beginning and end of 

each Summer Workshop to measure teachers’ knowledge of mathematics. Initial results (see 
Table 7) are disheartening, however teachers show marked improvement at the conclusion of the 
workshop. On the observation reports when asked what assistance teachers need, instructional 
coaches most frequently respond that teachers need content support. Instructional coaches also 
report on the content delivery quality of teachers they observe. 

 
Table 7. Teacher Content Knowledge Test Results 

 Pre-Test Post-Test Percent Increase 
2008-2009 NCIM Teachers 40.38% 57.63% 17.25 
2009-2010 NCIM Teachers 49.73% 60.27% 10.55 
 
Below is part of an interview transcript where Margaret discusses the difficulties she sees in 

teachers’ content knowledge: 
 

Margaret: She does really good stuff, but she has trouble with the content and when 
I’m there that’s what we talk about. I very rarely talk about what happened 
in class that day. Except if it’s affecting the content. We talked about how 
her warm-up took a really long time this time, but only because she isn’t 
going to cover all her content if she sets her classroom up like that. 

Interviewer: Is it strange for you to talk to teachers about content when they are math 
teachers?  

Margaret:  NO, because I see how weak they are!  I’ve seen all of them make math 
mistakes.  

 
Longitudinal results show that the longer a teacher was involved in the project, the more 

accurate they delivered content during (see Table 8). These results are encouraging for positive 
teacher change overtime, as inaccurate content delivery decreases and accurate content delivery 
increases with each additional year teachers are a part of the NCIM professional development. 

Formative Assessment. A final topic examined based on the analysis of the instructional 
coach reports was how often teachers recognized when students were lost or misunderstood 
mathematics content (see Table 9). Formative assessment was an important component of the 
2009 Summer Workshop based on an early evaluation of the instructional coach reports that 
highlighted a need for teachers to monitor and assess student progress. By their third year, 60% 
of project teachers began to frequently recognize when students had a misunderstanding about 
mathematics and another 20% occasionally noticed when students were confused or lost (the 20% 
that never recognized was one teacher who only attended week one of the workshop). These 
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findings suggest teachers are more likely to consistently employ formative assessment measures 
based on the number of years they participate in the project. 

 
Table 8. Percentage of Content Delivery for Teachers Based on Years in Project 

Overtime Accurate Moderately Accurate Inaccurate 
1st year 44.44 22.22 33.33 
2nd year 54.17 20.83 25.00 
3rd year 80.00 10.00 10.00 

 
Table 9. Percentage of Teachers Recognizing When Students Needed Assistance 

  Frequently Occasionally Seldom Never 
1st year 22.86 60.00 14.29 2.86 
2nd year 45.83 20.83 33.33 0.00 
3rd year 60.00 20.00 0.00 20.00 

Combined 34.29 42.86 18.57 4.29 
 

Discussion 
A model of professional development that has helped teachers in our project transition to 

teaching reform mathematics is to provide them with an instructional coach. Over time, by 
incorporating reports from instructional coaches and suggestions from teachers, project directors 
created a professional development in the context of teachers’ classrooms that allowed them to 
make changes to their instructional practices. This type of coaching is aligned with Guskey’s 
(1999) argument that “professional development is an ongoing activity [which should be] woven 
into the fabric of every educator’s professional life” (p. 38) (our parenthetical added).  

The embedded analysis presented throughout this paper is evidence that when provided with 
support, teachers are able to transfer the knowledge and skill that were learned from the 
collaborations with an instructional coach and during the workshops into practice. Though not all 
participating teachers experience the same level of success, findings show the long-term benefit 
of working one-on-one with an instructional coach. It is also important to realize the changes in 
instructional practices were gradual and the treatment with the instructional coaches took time 
and were influenced by the types of activities teachers engaged in with their coach. 
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NCTM standards specifically call for instructional programs that enable all students to make 
and investigate mathematical conjectures as well as develop and evaluate mathematical 
arguments and proofs (NCTM, 2000).  

Hanna (2000) argued that school mathematics must reflect the range of functions proof 
serves in mathematics to include proof as verification, explanation, systemization, discovery, and 
communication.  However, as Hanna noted these functions might take on different levels of 
importance in the classroom where the key role of proof is to promote student understanding.  
Similarly, we argue that a conceptualization of mathematical justification in PD must be situated 
in the work of teaching and the purposeful development of mathematical knowledge for teaching 
(Ball, Thames & Phelps, 2008).  The teacher learning goals might include providing teachers 
with explicit knowledge of proof and its role in the mathematics discipline.  PD might also target 
the development of a more unpacked understanding of justification (or specialized content 
knowledge) so that teachers might recognize the strategies students employ in justifying 
algebraic ideas or the assumptions that underlie a students’ empirical argument. 

In this poster, I present a framework for considering the purpose of justification in 
mathematics professional development that couples research on the role of justification and proof 
in the mathematics discipline and mathematics education with Ball and colleagues’ elaboration 
of the mathematical knowledge needed for teaching (Hanna, 2000; Ball et. al, 2008).  Examples 
from a current research and development project with math teacher leaders illustrate how this 
framework was elaborated to analyze leaders and teachers’ understandings of justification and its 
use in teaching. This work thus begins to address the question of what teachers need to know or 
learn about justification in order to meet the current vision of reform and what this might then 
demand of PD leaders.  
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Researching Mathematics Leader Learning (RMLL) is a two-phase research and 

development project investigating leaders’ understandings and practices associated with 
developing mathematically rich learning environments for teachers. We illustrate how our 
framework and design evolved to focus on developing teachers’ specialized content knowledge 
(SCK) as a key purpose for engaging in mathematics during professional development (PD).  
The project began with a framework for leader learning based on sociomathematical norms 
(Yackel & Cobb, 1996) and practices for orchestrating discussions (Stein, et al., 2008). Analyses 
of data from Phase I focused on how leaders made sense of these constructs in seminars and how 
they took up these ideas in their own facilitation. These analyses led us to more fully explicate 
purposes for doing mathematics in PD and distinguish how mathematical work with teachers can 
and should be different from work with students (Kazemi et al., 2009).  In particular, we found 
that the purpose for doing mathematics in PD was underspecified and needed to link to 
developing teachers’ mathematical knowledge for teaching (MKT) as described in the work of 
Ball and colleagues (2008). Based on these findings, we made significant revisions to seminars 
in Phase II.  Our current design and research frames mathematics tasks to orient leaders to SCK, 
considers the negotiation of sociomathematical norms for developing teachers’ MKT, and 
outlines practices for facilitating mathematical work in PD.    

We examine tasks and consider the facilitation work in explicating mathematics that unpacks 
key concepts and practices such as mathematical models for operations and mapping across 
representations to explore change. Given that a purpose of developing teachers’ SCK is a 
relatively new idea in PD, it is important to consider what this mathematical work might entail 
and how to research this endeavor.  
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In solving mathematics problems, “doing whatever first comes to mind … or diving into the 
first approach that comes to mind” (Watson & Mason, 2007, p. 307) is commonly observed 
among students.  Lim, Morera, and Tchoshanov (2009) use the term impulsive disposition to 
refer to students’ proclivity to spontaneously proceed with an action that comes to mind without 
checking its relevance. We believe that math teachers should be aware of this undesirable habit 
of mind so as not to reinforce this habit in their classrooms. The information presented in this 
poster presentation was based on a 2.5-hour workshop conducted for a larger study that was 
aimed at testing a survey for assessing problem-solving disposition along the impulsive-analytic 
dimension. The objective of the workshop was to introduce impulsive and analytic dispositions 
to a group of 27 in-service and 10 pre-service teachers by allowing them to experience their own 
disposition via solving three math problems. The three problems were designed to elicit 
impulsive disposition. The first problem involves inferring the value of speed at a particular 
instant from a distance-time graph involving only linear segments. Participants with an impulsive 
disposition tended to apply the r = d/t formula (d on the graph represents distance from home and 
t represents number of minutes passed). The second problem begins with “Suppose p kilometers 
is equal to q feet” and then asks which statement is correct: p > q, p < q, or p = q. The third 
problem is “Jorge is offered a raise if he can increase his weekly productivity by 15%.  If Jorge 
works a five day week, how much does he need to increase his productivity each day?” 
Participants were asked to write their reasoning prior to voting their answers via clickers 
(personal units for a classroom response system).  

Participants’ answer choices were tabulated, written responses were analyzed, and solution 
strategies were identified. For example, 22 of the 37 respondents chose 3% each day for the third 
problem; their strategy of dividing 15% by 5 was considered an indicator of impulsive 
disposition. When polled about the lesson, about 96% of the participants scored a 4 (agree) or 5 
(strongly agree) that the lesson was interesting, and was valuable. Participants’ written comments 
about what they had learned from the workshop included “don’t go for the first idea without 
attending to meaning,” “read the problem carefully and understand the wording before we 
answer,” and “mathematics cannot be solved by using formula but using logic.”  
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